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ABSTRACT
This s t u dy will focus on a specific election,
presidential
coverage,

race.

the

1960

Through an examination of the media

key issues,

and the candidates,

this research

will provide a context for the statistical analysis that
follows.

This

research explores

the impact of media and

other d ete rm ina nt s of candi dat e assessment and vote choice.
The findings

in this study

not only support the argument

that news aff ec ts elections but also clarify the exact
nature of that

influence.

Th e

research uses the theory of

priming as its theoretical base.
Election St ud y Survey for the
the data set,
me thodological

The American National

1980 presidential e lec ti on

is

and logit and regression analysis is the
approach.

Results of the research indicate that medium
influences the effect of priming.
format of news

information matters.

exposure b e n e fi t te d Reagan,
Carter.

In other words,

Furthermore,

the

Television news

and newspaper benefitted

the interaction of ability ass es sme nt s

and media e x p o su re primed respondents to a greater degree
than the interaction of issue position and media exposure.
Characteristics of the audien ce or receivers of media also
influence opinions.
demographic

These characteristics are s o c io 

factors like p a r t y identification,

political

ix
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interest,

w il li ngn ess to discuss politics,

or education.

The strength of their influence changes during the course
of the campaign.

In addition,

the research finds that

elections are fl uid rather than static.

As a result,

opinions su rrounding candidates and vote choice are likely
to change as the campaign progresses.

The interaction of

the campaign and ab ility assessment appears to prime
opinions more than the interaction of issue opinion and the
progress of the campaign.

X
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C H AP TE R 1. INTRODUCTION
This research examines the influence of mass media on
presidential elections.

The mass media play a pervasive

role in presidential elections.

During campaigns,

media

distribute countless messages on television and in
newspapers.

Day af ter day, week af ter week,

newspapers a nd

broadcast news give their audiences information on
candidates and issues concerning the presidential race.
The influence of news

is critically important because most

voters receive the bulk of their political information f rom
mass media

(McCubbins

1992; Graber 1993).

Throughout the election,

Americans must confront

complex issues and make difficult decisions.

Often these

decisions demand knowledge that falls outside their
personal experience.

As a result,

they rely on print and

broadcast news as an important source to unravel the
complexities of presidential politics

(McCubbins 1992;

Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Graber 1988,

1993;

Iyengar 1991).

Therefore,

Bower 1980;

news has the power to shape

opinion and affect political outcomes.
The study will
presidential race.
coverage,

focus on a specific election,

the 1980

Through an examination of the media

key issues,

will provide a context

and the candidates,

this research

for the statistical analysis that

1
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follows.

This

research explores the

impact of media and

other determinants of candidate asse ss men t and vote choice.
The research will use Matthew M e d e i s o h n ’s 1996 priming
research,

as de ta ile d in "The Media and

Communications:

The Priming of Issues,

Interpersonal
Leaders,

and Party

Identification," as a model for the study.
As noted above,

priming serves as the theoretical

framework of the research.

Social

scientists premise the

theory of priming on the idea that a per so n does not allow
for all possible considerations when m a ki ng a complex
political decision,
or both.

due to a lack of ability,

Instead a person considers what

the most accessible,
heuristic device.

motivation,

information is

using a cognitive short cut or

One of these short cut s

The priming effect has been

is the media.

used to ex plain the

consequences of media exposure and the m a nn er by which
individuals evaluate complex political
News stories represent the largest
messages

ideas and issues.
category of

in presidential elections a nd have the potential

to prime their audience during the election.
news medium has particular strengths

However,

each

in its presentation

that will enhance or mitigate the p r i m i n g effect.

Overall,

broadcast news is recognized as b e tt er conveying

visual,

more episodic coverage

(Adatto 1993).

In contrast.
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researchers
reporting

credit print news with more in-depth,

(Siegelman and Bullock 1991;

Patterson and McCl ur e
findings

1976;

analytic

Ranney 1983;

Keating and Latane

1976).

The

in this study should not only support the argument

that news af fec ts elections but also clarify the exact
nature of that influence.
Alt h ou gh Men delsohn's priming research does not
specifically address the importance of issue type
priming effect,

this study will make that distinction.

study asserts that just as medium matters,
issue type.

in the
This

so too does

By expanding the study of the pri min g effect,

this research should reveal subtleties of media

influence.

Accordingly,

issues of

the research will look at critical

the 1980 election.
hard or easy issues.

These issues will be c a t e go r iz ed as
This distinction was

first

articulated in Edward G. Carmines and James A.
1980 article,

St imson's

"The Two Faces of Issue Voting."

T h ey

different ia ted issue type in their analysis of issue
voting.

The authors concluded that they could d i v id e issue

voting into two distinct classifications:

h a r d issue

voting,

a result of rational consideration,

voting,

a p r i m a r i l y emotional response.

and e a s y issue

Vote rs ev al uat e

hard issues a n a ly ti ca l ly while they assess easy issues on a
more emotional,

symbolic basis.

The dif fer en ces

in issues
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types are important to understanding the nature and
variations of the priming effect.
One can best understand the distinction between hard
and easy issues through the attributes that Carmines and
Stimson assigned to easy issues.
rather than technical,
than policy means,

Easy issues are symbolic

concerned with policy ends rather

and have existed on the political agenda

for a relatively long period of time.
To offer comparisons of the impact of hard and easy
issues,

it is logical

types of issues.

that this examination tests both

The results will provide evidence of

priming effects and clarify the strength and duration of
media influence during the campaign.
This research will determine the factors that enhance
or inhibit the priming effect of media and other variables.
In so doing the research puts forth six propositions.
First,

priming is the best method for determining the

influence of media on presidential elections.
framework of priming,

Within the

one may learn the influence of media

and other factors on opinions and monitor opinion changes.
Second,

the format of the medium influences the effect

on the viewer or reader.

Each medium— print and broadcast

news— exerts a distinct influence on an individual's
opinions surrounding a candidate or an issue.

In other

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

words,

newspaper reading leads to par tic ul ar patterns of

opinion change and viewing television
specific patterns.

news leads to

The characteristics of the medium

senders or transmitters matter.

This

research evaluates

each medium separately to understand the potential
influences of each medium.
Third,
opinion.

perceptions of the candidates'

During the campaign, media sources

abilities shape
focus on the

leadership abilities of the ca ndidates-their strength,
intelligence,

honesty and policymaking ability.

These

assessments of the candidates have the potential to shape
feelings about the candidates and ult ima te ly vote choice.
The research explores the impact of ability assessment on
opinion and the media's capacity to me diate

that

influence.
Fourth,

the issue covered by the news is also a

determinant of opinion effect and therefore must be
considered.

The complexity and emotional appeal of an

issue are tied to the ability of me dia to affect opinions
about presidential candidates and the presidential vote.
This assertion expands pre-existing studies of the priming
effect and should reveal subtleties of media influence.
Important differences exist in the issues presented duri ng
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the cam pai gn that affect m e d i a

influence,

and as a result,

the primi ng effect.
Fifth,

the characteristics of the audience or

receivers of media are important influences on the effects
of media.
factors

These characte ris ti cs are socio-demo gra ph ic

like party identification,

willing nes s to discuss politics,

political

interest,

or education.

The

strength of their influence changes during the course of
the campaign.

Furthermore,

media may mute or enha nce the

impact of these determinants during the campaign.
Inclusion of these varia ble s
complete analysis of
partisanship,
and campaign

priming.

education,
interest,

is therefore essen tia l

to a

The analysis utilizes

willing nes s to discuss politics,

and date of the interview as

independent variables.
Sixth,
result,

elections are fluid rather than static.

As a

opinions surrounding candidates and vote choice are

likely to change.

Also,

the influence of certain

dete rmi nan ts of the v o t e — such party identification,
i nt er es t— to affect voters m a y change.

media,

Media exp os ure may

mute the impact of other factors as the election day draws
near.

Determining the changes of influence is critical to

un der sta nd ing candidate evaluations and vote choice.
results of this study will

The

reveal the dynamic nature of

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

elections.

In addition,

the findings will show the

duration of the pr im i ng effect and determ in e whether or not
priming ends at e l e ct io n day or extends

into the days and

weeks that follow.
Using these six propositions as a guide,
is structured in the

following manner.

explain priming's th eo r et ic al

the research

Chapter two will

framework and the reasons for

its selection as the approa ch in the analysis.

This

portion of the in v es ti ga ti on details the uti lit y of
priming.

Chapter two clarifies the position of the priming

effect in the larger

framework of political media studies.

This chapter will a ls o provide the context of the research.
Essentially this sec tio n of the investigation tells the
story of the 1980 election,
detailing significant

examining the candidates and

issues,

both hard and easy,

in the

race.
Chapter three pr o v i d e s
and model.

This part of the study will e x p an d on the

explanation of priming,
research,
variables.

information on the methods data

describe the data set used in the

and ou tl in e the dependent and independent
Sections will detail the va riables that

influence presidential evaluations and vote choice.
will also describe h o w social and demographic
enhance or mitigate

It

factors may

the priming effect of media.
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Chapter

three will introduce the research equation that serves as
the basis of the analysis.
Chapter four will test the basic model and analyze the
effect of media and other variables on as sessments of the
candidates and respondent vote choice.

Findings will

reveal the role of the political issue on the priming
effect,

the role of overall media exposure on candidate

evaluations and vote choice,

changes in the influence of

the determinants as the campaign progresses,

and changes

the influence of audience cha rac te ri st i cs .
Chapter five focuses on the media,
broadcast news,

as priming influences.

both newspapers and
This part of the

research compares print and broadcast news.

The chapter

describes the differences among media sources,
impact of media reliance and exposure,

details the

and analyz es the

influence of media reliance and exposure variables on
candidate assessment and vote choice.

Also,

the media

strategies employed by Carter and Reagan are reviewed.
This chapter introduces the media model that examines
specific influences of print and broadcast news.

It should

answer several questions important to better understanding
the influence of media on presidential elections.
each me di u m create different priming effects?

Do

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Does

differences

in m e d ia consumption impact priming? How does

exposure to different
Chapter
priming.

forms of media impact priming?

six explores the influence of time on

This ch apt er utilizes a dynamic model to test the

priming effect and investigates how media and other factors
become more important as the campaign unfolds.
(1988)

has noted,

elections are dynamic situations where

individual prefere nce s often change.
how respondent evaluations shift.
progresses,

the

As Bartel

This chapter examines
As the campaign

importance of media and opinions on

particular issues become more important while other
determinants bec o me less significant.

The findings will

determine the strength and significance of those changes.
The results will also show the duration of the priming
effect and reveal how long it lasts following election day.
Chapter seven will review the findings and summarize
conclusions.

This chapter will explain how the study has

advanced political communications
chapter seven will

research.

In addition,

suggest future political communications

research.
The goal of this research is to understand more
precisely how the news media shapes candidate evaluations
and vote choice during a presidential election.

Results

should extend the priming theory's uses and applications.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

incorporate other ideas of previous political co mmu ni c at i on
research,

and determine more subtle aspects of priming.

addition,

it will determine how priming influences ebb and

flows during the campaign.

10
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In

C H AP TE R 2. THEORET ICA L A P P RO A CH AND CONTEXT OF THE ELECTION
At the center of this

research is the idea that media

affects political opinions.

The results of this study

should help explain the ways media affect candidate
assessments and vote choice.

This chapter details the

theoretical approach of the research.

It will trace the

growth and changes

and det ail the

in me di a research,

approach utilized in this study,

priming.

Priming is ideally suited to investigate changes in
opinions of the candidates and presidential vote.
Understanding the su p er io r it y of priming,

however,

requires

explanations of the dominant theories of political
communication,
priming,

a dis cussion of the critical assumptions of

and comparisons bet we en priming and those

theories.
The perception of m ed ia influence has changed during
the past fifty years of

me dia

research.

Originally,

audiences were considered passive receivers of media
messages,

which were thought to be absorbed by the

receivers in their original

form.

These hy p o d e r m i c

theories predicted that media would exert pr of ou nd effects
on voter opinion.
Lazarsfeld in 1944,

The voting studies c on du cte d by
Berelson in 1954, and Campbe ll

and 1960 did not bear out hypodermic theories,

in 1954

however.

11
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As

a resuit minimal

effects theories,

which claimed that

the

effects cf mass media were unimportant compared with party
alliance or group allegiance,

became dominant.

By the

1960s and 1970s the study of mass media influence on voting
behavior returned due,
in campaigns.

in part,

to the prevalence of media

The studies had shifted their focus,

examining specific conditions under which media effects
might occur rather than attempting to detect universal
influence

(Levitin 1976;

Accordingly,

Patterson and McClure 1976).

this research investigates only the effects of

news during a presidential campaign.
Throughout the study of political media,

political

scientists have utilized theories from psychology,
sociology,

and other disciplines

and Blumler 1990).

(Laswell 1969;

Seven theories used to study political

communication are selective choice,
gratification,
priming.

Gurevitch

diffusion,

schema,

dependency,

uses an d

agenda setting,

and

The next sections describe the lead theory of

political communication research.
Selective Choice Theory
Selective choice theory,

a psychological perspective,

has been used to explain voter attentiveness to political
messages.

Ac cor din g to selective choice theory,

when a

person is exposed to ideas or messages that are contrary or

12
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offensive to his or her existing ideas or values,

that

person experiences discomfort or cognitive dissonance.

To

reconcile that incongruence and avoid uncomfortable
feelings,

the person selects information that is compatible

with existing beliefs and blocks out di scordant messages
(Weiss 1969).

Selective choice theory is useful

in

assessing how media consumers reconcile the information
they receive.

However,

the theory is not useful

measuring support for a candidate,
this research.

Therefore,

used as the theoretical

in

an essential part of

selective choice theory was not

framework for this research.
Schema Theory

Schema theory has been used to explain the processing
of media.
knowledge.

A schema

is a complex group or unit of

Research has shown that by using schema,

organize their thinking and opinions about
candidates

(Anderson 1980).

Graber

(1993)

people

events and
utilized schema

theory to reveal how audiences with varying backgrounds
applied their beliefs and general knowledge to distill
essential meaning f rom mass media and to d raw inferences
from news stories.

Although schema research has yielded

interesting results

in the study of the reasoning methods

of voters,

this approac h

is not suited to this study.

Like selective choice theory,

schema theory focuses on the

13
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process of information ac qu isi tio n rather than effects of
media

in candidate evaluations.

Also,

a key element of

the research addresses schema activation th ro ug h encoded
messages,

expectations,

and current

in for ma tio n needs.

These variables have pr oven to be e xt re mel y diffi cul t to
meas ure reliably

(Graber 1988 and 1993;

Higg ins and King

1981).
Uses and Gr ati fic at ion Th eo r y
Uses and gr ati fic at ion
and sociology.

theory borrows

from ps yc ho log y

Proponents of this theory ar gu e that an

individual is an active sel ector of his or her information.
A person pays attention to only those m e s s a g e s

that are

relevant or attractive to him or her on an e m o ti on a l or
intellectual level.

Accordingly,

communication message that will

he or she ignores any
not help in v ot in g or in

gaining a sense of per so nal or political e f f i c a c y
(Rosengren et al.

1985;

Katz et al.

1973).

Uses and g ra ti fi cat ion theory is an e f f e c t i v e method
for some types of medi a
appropriate choice
First,

research,

but it is not the most

for this study for several

reasons.

gratification re search has illumi nat ed the

motives on the ac qui si tio n of political
has done little to unravel

impact of

information,

but

the effects of that process,

this study focuses on me di a effects

(Kraus an d Perloff

14
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it
and

1985;

Kraus

1990).

Second,

gr a ti fi ca t io n research treats

media exposure as a dependent variable,

and media exposure

is better ut i l i z e d as an independent variable.
gratification research suffers
measurement.

Third,

from significant problems

in

M e as ur es of elusive a udi enc e characteristics,

such as motives,

expectations,

and satisfaction are crucial

to uses and gratification research,

yet few

strategies

for

dealing with such audience-oriented concepts have been
uncovered and e m p lo ye d

(Almond 1990).

For these reasons,

it is not the best approach to take in the study of m ed ia
influence on ca ndi da te evaluations.
Diffusion T h e o r y
Uses and gratification theory examines the use of
media by individuals to satisfy per so na l needs—
investigating the role of media on a personal level.
contrast,

dif fu si on

national scale.

theory examines

In

the role of media on a

The theory investigates how policy makers

use media sources as tools to pr omo te desired social change
or reinforce ex is tin g conditions.

In other words,

diffusion

theory explores media's function in society building.
Essentially,

diffusion concerns

itself with the m a n n e r

by which new ideas are disseminated into a social system.
There are four m a j or components of diffusion theory:
innovation itself,

the

the channel of communication used to

15
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diffuse it,

the time

involved in diffusing

social system receiving the communication

it,

and the

(Milburn 1991;

Lowery and DeFluer 1988).
The challenge to the communication and diffusion of
innovative ideas is that the system is resistant to change.
The reaction of the social
ways.

system occurs

in one of three

The system allows members to decide on the

innovation individually,

the system decides

collectively,

or leaders of the sy st em impose the innovation by
authoritarian means.

During the implementation of

innovation and innovation diffusion,
leaders is critical

the role of opinion

(Robinson 1972).

Although diffu sio n theory offers insight into the role
of media in societal
theoretical framework

change,

it was not selected as a

for this research.

The theory does

not provide the best approa ch to investigate the essential
questions of this study,

which focuses on the effects of

media on opinion change among individual voters.

The

theory employed in the research must examine media as a
catalyst for change on a personal level.
however,

Diffusion theory,

is better suit ed for analyzing media as a tool in

change on a societal

level and the role of opinion leaders

in that change.

16
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De pendency Theory
While diffusion theory examines media as a tool
change in a society,

for

de pe nd enc y theory analyzes the role of

media in an international arena.

Dependency theory portrays

the media as part of the system of ex ploitation by foreign
capital to increase and reinforce the depe nd enc e of
underdeveloped nations.
Proponents of d e p en de n cy theory argue that developed
countries use communications to control u nd er de vel ope d
countries

(Frank 1971).

The United States,

for example,

manufacture both com mun ication technology and television
programming,

which is far cheaper for a co unt ry to import

than it is for that country to produce programs
indigenously.

Exposure to American programm in g is said to

not only erode local culture but also to create wants that
are American by nature
theorists assert that
imperialism.

(Boyd-Barrett

1977).

De pendency

the result is economic and cultural

Put simply,

media is a tool of de vel ope d

countries to subjugate underdeveloped countries.
1971;

Boyd-Barrett

1982)

As a result,

maintained by developed countries,

(Frank

media sources,

act to hold back change,

except within the framework of capitalist growth.
Dependency theory addresses important quest io ns about
the role of media in the developing nations and the use of
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media by d ev e l o p e d countries
international arena.

to preserve their power in the

However,

the focus of de pe nd enc y

theory extends be yo n d the scope of this research.
Therefore,

it w o u l d not be the best theoretical approach.

Furthermore,

the d e p e nd en cy explanation has been called

into question,

not

least among its own advocates,

who claim

it has become a catch-all excuse for underdevelopment
(Hettne 1978).
A g en da Setting Theo ry
The agenda setting theory,

pop ul a r with social

scientists st ud y in g m ed ia effects,

is used to examine

the

relationship b e t we e n m e d i a presentation and its effect on
audience per ce pt io n of an issue's
both print and broadcast,

importance.

select the order by which the

stories will be i nve sti ga ted and presented.
media outlets

The media,

rank the importance of issues.

In so doing,
Proponents

of the agenda setting theory state that this ranking
influences au di enc e decisi on making and encourages the
audience to v i e w informa ti on in the context suggested by
mass media

(Iyengar 1991;

The theo ry was put
and Donald Sh aw in 1972.
media's

Iyengar and Kinder 1987).

forth in a study by Maxwell McC om bs
Th eir research examined the

role in the 1968 presidential election campaig n

Chapel Hill,

No rth Carolina.

They calculated the me dia

18
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in

agenda in Chapel

Hill

from a content analys is of the main

mass media reporting the presidential

campaign:

news magazines,

McC om b s and Shaw

and television news.

newspapers,

determined the relativ e frequency with which each issue was
mentioned by the m e di a in their reports of the presidential
campaign,

and then measure d the public agenda by surveying

100 undecided voters who resided in Chapel Hill.

The media

agenda correlated almost perfectly w ith the public agenda.
This study set a research tradition by mass
communication scholars,

political scientists,

sociologists,

and other scholars.
The resulting studies have found that agenda setting
occurs place over time and implies a causal process. The
media report the stories,
follows.

and the influence on the audience

Through the agenda setting effect,

voters pay

extended attention to the emphasis and rank order given to
issues in the press.

As a result,

the agenda of the

electorate increa sin gl y resembles that
{Ansolabehere et al.
Krause 1990;

1992;

rank order

Jackson 1992;

Iyengar 1991;

Iyengar and Kinder 1987).

Agenda setting research uses four m a jo r assumptions.
First,

voters show increasing patterns of use of mass

communications as a political election draws near.
(Ansolabehere et al.

1992).

Second,

those patterns of
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exposure to media content show variation among di fference
types of voters cha rac te riz ed by distinctive personal
characteristics and social category memberships
and Kinder 1987). Third,
television)

each medium

plays a different

for various types of voters
Fourth,

(Iyengar

(newspapers versus

role as information source

(Iyengar 1991;

Kraus

1990).

the influences of agenda setting differ because of

mediating factors such as media exposure,
type of medium,

media reliance,

and personal characteristics of the voters.

(Ansolabehere et al.

1992;

Jackson 1992;

Iyengar 1991;

Kraus 1990)
Agenda setting has been applied to a vari et y of
methods and has pr ovided important insights about the
effect of media on an individual's political cognition and
political opinions.

Ag enda setting is an excellent

theoretical framework for media research.

The premise of

the theory is in keeping with the basic ideas of this
study.

For example,

the theory acknowledges the

of differences in media consumption patterns,
characteristics,
However,
theoretical

importance

personal

and type of medium.

agenda setting was not selected as the

framework for this study.

The pr im ar y reason

is that the basic research questions differ.

Most agenda

setting studies are c on ce rne d with changes in the rank in g
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of political

issues and shifts

in issue saliency.

of this research is to determine,
possible,

The aim

as specifically as

the effect of media on changes in candidate

evaluation and vote choice.

Therefore,

agenda setting

would not be the appropri ate theoretical approach,

but this

research utilizes ma n y of its core concepts.
Priming Theory
This research uses the
media

theory of p r i m i n g to determine

effects during the election.

comprehensive,

Priming provides a

plausi ble account of the ways voters

formulate and revise their views of a candidate's
performance.

A c c o r d i n g to the theory of priming,

when

people evaluate a candidate's abilities or actions,

they

generally use the most accessible knowledge and
information.

Of ten mass media sources like print or

broadcast news provid es that information.

When the news

pays greater attent ion to a particular event during the
election,

media prime s the audience.

As a result,

readers

and viewers of news media will

incorporate this information

into judgments of a candidate,

the candidate's character,

and the candidate's position on specific policies and
issues
1991;

(Ansolabehere et al.
Kinder and Krosnick

1992; McCubbins

1990).

indicates that news coverage,

1992;

Earlier research

directly related to
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Iyengar

evaluations of a ca nd id ate and vote choice,
pronounced priming
Iyengar 1991;

effect

has a

(Ansolabehere et al.

Kind er and Krosnick 1990

1992;

Iyengar and Kinder

1987).
Priming is pr e m i s e d on the idea that a person does not
allow for all pos si bl e considerations when making a complex
political decision,
both.

due to a lack ability,

Instead a per son considers what

most accessible,
device.

motivation,

or

information is the

using a cognitive short cut or heuristic

The pri m in g effect is used to explain the

consequences of me di a exposure and the mann er by which
individuals e val ua te complex po litical

ideas and issues.

Priming has five central assumptions.
individual

First,

an

is unable or unwilling to pay attention to

everything.

Therefore,

based around themes.

attention is selective and usually

These themes become the standard

against which people assess politicians and issues.

Second,

many sources for judgments of candidate performance and
political
important.

issues exist,
Third,

but mass m edi a

is one of the most

a person does not engage in exhaustive

analysis when ev al ua ti ng an issue or candidates.

He or she

prefers to use in tuitive short cuts or heuristic devices.
Fourth,

one he uri sti c device is relying on information that

is the most accessible.

Extensive coverage of candidates,
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events,
Fifth,

or issues,
accessible

issue assessment

are examples of accessible information.
information

for candidate evaluations or

is not a matter of circumstance.

media coverage changes,

accessible information,

ultimately political opinion,

shifts,

As mass

and

reflecting that

change.
Priming influences judgments about political
and evaluations of a politician.
by emphasizing ce rtain events,
ignoring others,

or ideas,

while

mass me dia sets the terms by which people

and Kinder 1990).
issue,

If media primes the voter

issues,

evaluate politics and candidates

event,

issues

(Iyengar 1991;

Krosnick

Great media attention on a certain

or attributes,

primes the audience to

incorporate this information into evaluations about
politics and pol it ici ans
Through priming,
political
made.

(Iyengar and Kinder 1987).

mass me dia sets the terms by which

judgments are reached and political choices are

The effects of priming have proved significant

both experimental and survey research
and Krosnick 1990;
Tversky 1984,

communication.

Iyengar and Kinder 1987;

1979;

Priming draws

(Iyengar 1991;

in
Kinder

Kahnemann and

T u r n e r and Krause 1978).
from the other studies of political

Like selective choice and schema theory,

priming acknowledges

that

individuals

incorporate media
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messages

into existing political attitudes and opinions.

Like uses and gratification theory,

priming

recognizes that

a media consumer does not generally engage in an exhaustive
analysis of all media information to form opinions about
politics and politicians.
Priming and agenda setting share several assertions
that will be included in this research design.
greater media attention on an issue translates
media influence of that issue on opinions.
characteristics influence media effects.
influence is a dynamic process.
included in this study.

First,
into greater

Second,

Third,

audience

media

These considerations are

In addition,

this research will

expand the assumptions of priming by incorporating a key
element of agenda setting research— the notion that the
medium,

media issue type,

and audience characteristics are

of significant consequence to media effects.
Now that the theoretical approach for this research
has been established,
for the study.

it is necessary to provide a context

Therefore,

this research reviews the key

policy concerns addressed and political approaches used by
each candidate.
The 1980 Election
The election of 1980 matched two candidates considered
classically liberal and conservative,

Jimmy Carter and
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Ronald Reagan.
markedly,

Th eir positions on the issues differed

and each candidate strenuously a r gu ed his own

vision of government,
in the world.
politics

domestic policy,

and America's

They reflect these different

role

conceptions of

in the way each candidate p r e se nt ed his position

on the significant
economy,

social

concerns.

issues of the 1980 election:

issues,

the

and foreign policy and defense

This study will not examine all of the issues

addressed in the race,

but it will focus on four important

matters faced by A me ri can s during the campaign.
The following sections review some of the major issues
raised in the 1980 election that will be studied in the
research and the positions taken by the can didates on these
concerns.

In addition,

these sections di vi de

into hard and easy categories.
issues:

the issues

As p r e v io us l y noted,

are symbolic rather than technical;

easy

are most likely

concerned with poli cy ends rather than p o l i c y means;

have

existed on the political agenda for a rela ti vel y long
period of time.
The Economy
The ec onomy was a significant issue in 1980.

During a

presidential election the state of the e c o no my can make the
difference between vi cto ry and defeat
Jimmy Carter's

for a candidate.

loss in 1980 has often been attributed to
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his failure to correct economic problems.
administration
problems.

The

implemented various policies to combat

However,

price guidelines

these

neither tight m o n ey policies nor wa ge-

kept inflation,

interest rates from escalating

unemployment measures,

and

(Greenfield 1982; Gar mo ne

and Witcover 1982).
Carter's economic program a tt em pte d to reconcile the
demands of various Democratic allies and special

interest

groups with the President's own ideas. Accordingly,

the

Democratic p l a t f o r m reiterated its commitment to the
Humphrey-Hawkins

Full Employment Act,

employment was necessary for justice,
vitality in America.

strength,

To bolster this promise,

called for funding for new social
programs.

stating that full

In addition,

and
the p l a t f o r m

services and wel far e

the pl at fo rm supported a

restructured fiscal policy.

However,

both Carter and the

Democrats opp ose d a constitutional amendment requiring a
balanced budget.

Furthermore,

individual tax cuts,
inflationary.

Cart er argue d against

claiming that they would be high ly

Instead,

Carter pro po s ed tax cuts to offset

a 1981 tax increase in the social se cur it y payroll tax and
other tax reductions directed at the business community.
In contrast to the Republicans,

Car te r offered no immediate

improvement to the individual taxpayer.

Carter's em pha si s
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during the campaign was on belt
temporarily,

on austerity.

tightening,

and,

at least

Carter's economic policies

clearly offered the public no eas y path to economic
paradise

(Thurber and Nelson

1995;

Friedenberg 1994;

Gre enf iel d 1982; Congressional Quarterly Weekly 1980).
Al though Reagan ac kno w le dg ed the great domestic threat
of inflation,

high interest

rates,

rejected Carter's pessimistic view.

and unemployment,

Reagan opposed federal

funding for new governmental programs.

Instead the

Republican offered hope of ec ono mic abundance.
be an environment in which

he

This could

Americ ans could accomplish

almost anything.

However,

formidable enemy,

the national government's regulations and

price controls.

eco nomic progress faced a

The Republican stressed the importance of

unfettered economic markets as the best mechanism to
achieve renewed prosperity and opposed

(Robinson and

Sheehan 1983;

Devlin 1981; Al t er

Ranney 1981;

Heclo

1981;

1981).
The Republican economic p r o g r a m was based on the
conviction that the best w ay to prosperity was to shift
resources away from the p ubl ic sector to the private
sector.

This idea,

commonly called supply-side economics,

assumed that government taxes and regulatory policy cause
economic stagnation.

Sup pl y-s ide economics had,

as its
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core assumption,

the belief that substantial

tax cuts

produced more revenues from increased econo mic activity
than they cost.

Consequently,

both individual
revenues

Reagan's proposals offered

tax cuts and increased governmental

(Devlin 1981; Alter 1981; Americ an Enterprise

Institute 1980).
The Republican program was a repudiation of the
welfare state.
spending,

Reagan and his party argue d that government

with its huge budget had placed the nation on the

brink of financial ruin.

A theme that ran through many of

their statements was the deplorable increase

in private-

sector dependence on governmental beneficence.
dependence represented a threat to political
well a threat to the work incentive
1986;

Heclo 1981;
In sum,

(Ehrnhalt

This

freedom as
1991;

Kernell

Devlin 1981).

the goals of Reagan's economic p r o g r a m were to

offer incentives,

stimulate growth in goods and services,

and create jobs.

Reagan declared that Am er ic a was ready to

return to those older economic traditions of hard work,
self reliance,

and limited government ac ti vi ty and

intervention.

The Republican imbued his ec on omi c message

with a sense of moral urgency.
himself as a political crusader.

Indeed,

Reagan described

The purpose of that

crusade would be to reduce the influence of government and
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return it to the people

(Kessel

1988;

Heclo 1961;

Congressional Qu ar te r ly Weekl y 1980; American Enterprise
Institute 1980).
The state of the eco nom y in 1980 was a hard issue that
raised complex qu estions about

the public sector,

governmental agencies,

mo n e t a r y policy,

inflation rates,

unemployment measures,

and interest rates.

Policy means

were as important as policy results.
Questions about

increased government spending will be

used to test priming.

Results of the analysis should

indicate that both newspapers and broadcast news

influence

opinions on economic issues.
Ab ort ion
Domestic issues
important,

involving economics,

hard issues,

were

but for ma ny people the overwhelming issues of

the 1980 were social
1981). The social

(Robinson and Sheehan 1983;

Ranne y

issues di sc us se d during the campaign

raised important moral questions.

The conflict be twe en

individual rights and commu nit y interests has always been a
perplexing pr oblem for the Uni ted States with

its racial,

ethnic,

tol era ti on

and religious pluralism.

In America,

important,

not only for reasons of fairness but also

prudence.

However,

is

for some Americans public to lerance of

certain forms of b eha vi or had gone too far.

Others saw the
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government as their only hope for achieving e q u a l i t y and
justice

(Kessel 1988;

Kernell

1986; American Enterprise

Institute 1980).
One issue,

a bo rt io n exemplified the d iff er enc es

between the candidates and their parties,

the conflict

among American voters on social concerns,

and the different

tactics used to address social problems.

This issue became

an important social concern during the campaign,
point each party's platform,

and a reference

a key

for examining

the differences b et wee n Carter and Reagan.
On the issue of abortion,

the Democrats suppor ted

reproductive freedom as a basic human right.

In addition,

the Democratic p l a t f o r m advocated as federally funded
abortions

for the poor,

not previously e n d or se d
1980).

However,

of the issue.

a position that Jimmy Ca rte r had
(Congressional Oua rt er lv Weekly

the Democrats appreciated the sensitivity

It is

interesting that while 1980 Democratic

platforms supported ma n y controversial
eliminated the use of certain words,
or emotional.

Thus,

issues,

it

which we re evocative

instead of the word "abortion," the

Democrats spoke of "reproductive rights."
Democrats did not support

" b u s i n g ."

Similarly,

They ref ere ed to their

opposition to attempts to overthrow the Supreme Court's
directive of "school desegregation."

The wo rd in g of the
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platform indicates an important consi de rat io n about the
Democratic pa rty and the electorate

in general.

Democrats

realized that many issues like aborti on raised significant
public opposition

(American Enterprise

Institute 1980;

Congressional Quarterly Weekly 1980) .
In the

1976 campaign,

Jimmy Ca rt er said that his

primary goal as President was to help rebuild the American
family.

The statement acknowledged that the family as the

basic unit of society has undergone profound changes.
some sense,

In

the state was being asked to play a larger role

in what used to be an exclusively priv at e concern. As a
result,

day-care centers,

advising,

prenatal

and a host of other trad iti on all y private

concerns have,
ones,

the care of the aged,

over the last two dec ade s became public

with government playing a large role in the private

lives of its citizens.
In contrast
Republicans

to the Democratic position,

represented a revolt against

Reagan and the

secularism.

The

Republican pa rty was led by those who wante d to return to
traditional values and blamed the intrusion of the federal
government

for the decline in morality.

Republicans argued

for the reestablishment of prayer in the school,
right to bear arms,
American life,

for the

for the cen trality of the family in

and most importantly for the federal
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government to stop intruding on the autonomy of the private
sector

(Greenfield 1982; Alter 1981).

On the abortion

issue,

the Republicans and their

candidate were also cle arl y distinguishable from the
Democrats.

The Republicans affirmed support of a

constitutional amendment

to restore protection of the right

to life of unborn children.
congressional efforts
dollars for abortion.

In addition,

they supported

to restrict the use of taxpayer
Two distinct views of what

activities were soc ia l ly permissible emerged.

This split

demonstrated a sharp cleavage within the nation.

One side

believed that individual choi ce— enforced by the national
government— was the ba sis of morality,
believed that traditional,

religious,

and the other side
and community values

ought to dominate.
At the core of the Republicans'
and other social

position on abortion

issues was a belief that a return of

autonomy to the pri vat e sector would correct

the

governmental and bur eau c ra ti c abuses of the last several
decades.
people,

Implicit was a belief in the natural goodness of
who became co rr up te d when an immoral government

entered and infringed on their lives
Paletz and Enteman 1981;

(Wattenberg 1991;

Congressional Ou ar te rl v Weekly

1980).
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Interestingly,

the Republicans'

position on the social

issues had an element of inconsistency.

On the one hand,

they ar gu ed that government should not attempt to instruct
individuals on moral questions;
sought

on the other hand,

they

to use the power of the state to ban abortion.

This

seeming confus io n about the ap propriate role for the state
in the social order reflects

two distinct concerns of

c o n s e r v a t i v e s — to preserve the traditional order and to
favor go v er nm en t that governs
not al ways compatible

least.

These positi on s were

(Greenfield 1982; Alter 1981).

A l t h o u g h the debate over government's role on social
issues was confusing,
Clearly,

the nature of social issues was not.

these concerns are ea sy issues, which are

pro c es se d on an emotional

level,

focused on po li cy ends,

and have ex is te d on the political agenda for a long time.
As a result,

print or br oadcast media do not influence

opinions surrounding social issues.

However,

de m og ra ph ic variab les — po litical party,

socio

political

interest,

and a pe rs o n' s willingness to discuss politics with others-exert an influence on opinions

surrounding abortion.

In

order to test the influence of the abortion issue on
priming,

responses to an individual's position on abortion

will be used in the analysis.
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Foreign Policy:
Re la tio ns with Russia and Defense Spending
During an election,
domestic concerns

voters are at te nt iv e to not only

such as

the economy,

but also foreign p o l i c y and defense
of the Un ited St ates

and social

issues.

The position

in the international arena and the

ability of each can d id at e to guide foreign affairs
a consideration.

issues,

is also

This was the case in 1980.

Fears about A m e ri ca 's

loss of a u to no my were voiced

most dec isively on the issue of foreign policy and defense.
The 1980 ele cti on pr ov i de d an opp ort un ity to reassess
America's

int ern at ion al presence.

with the Soviet Union,
hostage crisis in

Iran,

Un it ed States relations

the invasion of Afghanistan,

the

and the ability of the military to

protect the nation were all debated d uri ng the 1980
campaign

(Adams 1981).

Foreign policy issues clearly

demonstrated d if f e r e n c e s between Carter and Reagan.
As president.

Carter's position on foreign policy and

military issues w a s primarily a defense of his
accomplishments.

Emphasizing his c om mi tme nt to arms

control and the si gn in g of the SALT II treaty with the
Soviets,

the De mo cr at presented himself as a peacemaker,

experienced statesman,
the same time.

and a calm,

st ea dy world leader.

C a r te r' s strategists a t t e mp te d to brand

Reagan as an imp ul s iv e and trigger-happy opponent
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an
At

(Friedenberg 1994;

Ranney 1981;

Devlin

1981;

Quarterly Weekly 1980; American Enterprise
On the question of defense.
several major themes.

First,

Institute 1980).

Carter's program has

it emphasized the

modernization of strategic weapons,

while

current U. S. nuclear deterrent adequate.

finding the
Second,

stressed the need to strengthen conventional
Third,

Congressional

it

forces.

it argued the need to continue to ba rga in for a

strategic arms limitation agreement with the Soviet Union.
Since this approach argued for both an increase in mi li ta ry
spending and a SALT II agreement.

Carter and his advisors

believed that the defense program struck a delicate balance
between hawks and doves

(American Enterprise

Institute

1980).
However,

the

1980 campaign found President Carter and

his party unable to persuade the public about
their policies.
spending,

the merit of

Liberals attacked the excess es

in defense

while conservatives criticized the weakness of

the Carter foreign policy.

In addition.

Ca rt e r did not

articulate foreign policies and defense issues well and was
further hindered by staff conflicts.

During the election,

the press focused on conflicts between the head of the
National Security Council,

Zbigniew Brzezinski,

and
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Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,
meaningful questions

instead of dis cussing more

(Greenfield 1932;

Devlin 1981).

In many ways the foreign policy and defense issues
that Jimmy Carter presented to the American public lacked
an overall sense of purpose,
international arena.

indicative of the

When American autonomy is reduced,

the President cannot easily present a unified and certain
position.

While Carter was not always consistent,

but the

complexities of the world often make consistent and
definite poli cy difficult

(Kessel 1988;

Kernel

1986).

Reagan attacke d President Carter on several points
of foreign policy:
of Soviet arms,
increases,

Soviet/American cooperation,

the need for substantial defense budget

and the status of U.S.

for Soviet and American relations,

conventional

forces.

As

Reagan seemed less

optimistic than Carter about the potential
In addition,

the status

for cooperation.

Reagan criticized Carter's policies,

claiming

that they had resulted in a massive Soviet buildup of arms.
For Reagan,

the goal of the United States was to strengthen

its military capability.

During his debate with Carter,

he

stated that A m er ic a n m ili ta ry strength had help ed the
country avoid war.

Reagan proposed a substantial increase

in the defense budget to assure American security.
this position of strength,

the Republican argued,
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From
the

United States could successfully negotiate an arms control
treaty.

Reagan asserted that Carter' s policy had w e a k e n e d

the country's present negotiat ing position.
Reagan at ta cke d President C a rt e r

for allowing con ventional

forces to de cline and urged m e as u re s
rate of attrition

Furthermore,

to reduce the high

in the a rm ed services.

In all,

Reagan

regarded the nation's defense budget as in need of a
massive infusion of capital to e s t ab li sh the "margin of
safety" that had eroded during the Carter administ rat io n
(Robinson and Sheehan 1983;

Ra nn ey

1981;

Heclo 1981;

Congressional Ouarterlv W e ek ly 1980).
The debat e over foreign p o li cy and defense al lo w ed
each candidate to stake out di ff er e nt views about A m e r i c a n
interests in international

relations.

Foreign poli cy issues

were a central theme in Reagan's v i ct or y over Jimmy Cart er
in 1980.

Reagan argued that the Uni te d States was bec om in g

a second-rate power and that the polici es of the D e m o cr at ic
party were akin to a global

surrender.

The Republicans

in

1980 were un abashedly ominous as they warned that if
Democratic polices continued,
weakened U n it ed States

the result would be a serious

(Cramer 1992;

Jamieson 1984;

A l t er

1981).
The research will examine foreign policy by focusing
on respondent opinions on rela tio ns with Russia and de fe n se
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spending.

M a n ag em en t of these issues requir es a balance

of diverse needs and technical practicalities.

Foreign

policy issues involve both policy ends a nd means and must
be evaluated at an analytical,
level.

Thus,

rather than emotional,

they are hard issues.

Since news coverage

provides the in formation resources n e c es sa ry to form and
shape opinions on foreign policy issues,

pr int and

broadcast sources shou ld affect opinions on foreign
affairs,

both U.S.

relations with Russia a nd defense

spending.
Conclusions
After reviewing the dominant a pp roa ch es of political
communications

research,

priming has been select ed as the

best theoretical a ppr oac h to test media influence as well
as nature of politi cal
easy issues,

issues,

as d i s t i n g u i s h e d as hard and

on cand ida te assessment and v o te choice.

The

analysis will be in the context of the 1980 presidential
election.

Both hard and easy issues d o m i n a t e d the 1980

election.

The voter s were offered clear alterna ti ves

between candidates.
economic,

social,

perceptions of the
country.

These choices were not only about

a n d foreign affairs p o l ic ie s but also
role of government and the future of the

Voters ha d to decide which c a n d id at e could

deliver their ch oic es to the American public.

These
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preferences were influenced,

in part,

by the information

provided though broadcast

news and newspapers.

will focus on four issues

that were important

election.

Three are hard issues,

relations with Russia,
issue,

abortion.

This study
in the 1980

government spending,

and defense spending.

In the chapters that

follow,

One is an easy
the influence

of the news on these issues and opinions surrounding the
candidates and vote choice will be examine d in greater
detail.

The next chapter will discuss the methodological

approach of this research.
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C HAPTER 3. M E T H OD OL OG Y
Priming has been established as theoretical approach
for this research,
has been detailed.

and the political context of the study
The next step is to select the

appropriate methodological approach,

data set, and basic

model.
Methodological A p p ro ac he s
Methodologically,
media effects.
diverse.

man y options are available to study

The study of political communication

is

Research methods range from primarily qualitative

to primarily quantitative methods and include content:
analysis,

experimental designs,

and s u r v e y r e s e a r c h .

Content analysis may use qu a nt i ta ti ve data or
qualitative information.

A person or a computer codes the

information into large data sets,
great deal of time,
1983).

effort,

an effort that exhausts a

and m o n e y

(Robinson and Sheehan

Apart from substantial costs involved,

content

analysis is unsatisfactory since the validity of content
analysis may be questionable.
contextual probes,

Cod in g errors,

insufficient

and incomplete coding of discrete

pictorial elements all contribute to the problems with
coding analysis,

and make content analys is an unappealing

choice.
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Experimental de signs are also being us ed with
increasing frequency.

Priming has been s u c c e s s f u l l y tested

in experimental settings.
researched
crime,

Iyengar's

1991 ex per im e nt al

the pri mi ng effect of media on several

poverty,

and terrorism.

In ex p er im e nt al

studies,

the researchers are able to control the sti mu lu s
the research subjects are exposed.

This

experimental research is artificial,
media m a y be different
political

since the context of
and the in fluence of

in natural situations.

Also,

As a result,

creating and ad m in is t er in g an

experimental design present substantial

This

Iyengar 1991).

scientists have de bat ed the ex te rn al v a li di ty of

experimental research.

reasons,

that m a y occur in

(Iyengar and Kinder 1987;

This control also presents a problem,

to which

high de gr e e of

control avoids the stimulus co nta mi nat ion
natural settings

issues,

cost.

the experimental design was not

For these

selected.

study will utilize survey research,

the most

widely used research technique for e xa mi nin g me ss a ge
effects.

This met ho d has been utilized to assess the

impact of various political messages,

and

surveys are becoming increasingly popular.

panel design
S u r ve y research

has become the p r e f e r r e d method of study for several
reasons.

First,

the development of in cr e a s i n g l y precise

sampling methods,

ma kes gathering re pr e s e n t a t i v e data on
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large populations more feasible.

Second,

the increasing

sophistication of interviewing me thods assures greater
reliability in the data derived from surveys.

Third,

development of scoring and scaling techniques,

makes it

possible to sort out and organize responses

the

in homogenous

dimensions and relate them to th eoretical variables.
Fourth,

the increasing sophistication of methods of

statistical analysis and inference,

has m ov ed from simple

descriptive statistics to bivariate regression,
variate regression,

and causal path a nal ys is of the

relations of contextual,
variables

mu lti

attitudinal,

and behavioral

(Almond 1990).

Survey me tho ds have been ut il i ze d to measure the
priming effect.

In their 1990 research,

Krosnick and

Kinder used survey data to track the ex ten si ve media
coverage of the Iran-Contra following Edwin Meese's
di sclosure— there had been weapons sales

to Iran and a

diversion of the proceeds to aid the Contras.
that individuals'

attitudes toward U.S.

They found

polic y in Central

American became significantly more important

in their

evaluations of President Reagan's performance.

Mendelsohn's

1996 study of pr im i ng also used surveys to test the role of
media priming durin g an election.

The

election was the context for the study.

1988 Canadian
Results

indicated
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that voters more highly exposed to me di a became
increasingly likely to base their vote on candidate
assessment.

Mendelsohn's models pro vid e the format

for

the models utilized in this research.
This

research will employ panel survey data,

gained favor in the

field of survey research.

which has

Panel

surveys are bett er suited for tracking attitudinal changes
over time
1984;

(Rosengren 1994; Milburn 1991;

Patterson 1980;

(1988)

has noted,

Miller and Levitan

Markus and Zajonc
1976).

As Bartel

elections are dyna mi c situations where

individual preferences often change,
detect these changes.

and panel designs can

Panel sample sizes vary.

Some

research has employ ed several thousand respondents
interviewed in a single wave or mul ti p le waves,

while other

studies have used intensive research with small panels or
individuals

(Neuman et al.

1992;

Gameson

1992).

Data Set
In order to obtain meaningful

results,

the data set

selected for the research needs to be meet certain
criteria.

First,

the survey must be a panel design,

monitor changes over time.
large audience

Second,

in each panel.

able to

the survey must use a

Third,

the survey must ask

specific questions about a wide va ri e ty of topics addressed
throughout the campaign.

Fourth,

the survey must ask
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detailed questions about candidates on the issues as well
as general candidate assessments.

Fifth,

the survey must

provide detailed information about respondents'
habits,
Sixth,

positions on

issues,

the survey mu st

media

and s oc io -de mo gra phi c traits.

track opinions d u r in g and after the

election in order to measure the du ra tio n of the priming
effect.
Using the above criteria,

the data set selected is the

American Nation El ect io n Study

(ANES)

survey utilizes a large audience,
wave.

The questions

respondents'

panel s

1614

for 1980.

respondents

The

in each

probe for de ta il ed information about

opinions concerning the candidates and

election issues.

In addition,

the surveys elicit

information about

respondents'

media habits and socio

demographic characteristics.
readings taken at two points

The data consist of opinion
in the el ec tio n process.

The

pre-election panel was taken in Sep te mb er and the post
election panel was taken
year.

in November

for the 1980 election

This survey will provide measures of the priming

effect during and following the 1980 pre sidential election.
Findings will

reveal

the true nature and duration of the

priming influence of media on voter opinion.
The primary m e t h o d of statistical analysis

in this

research will be mu lt i-v ar iat e re gression and logit
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analys is — sta tis ti cal
research.

The

tools that are often used in survey

impact of media and ot her independent

variables on the de pe nd ent variables,

the respondent's

assessment of the candidates and vote choice,

will be

measured in each panel and compared from one panel to the
next.
data,

Using this m e t h o d of analysis and other supporting
the results of this study should lead to bette r

understanding of the priming effects of news during a
campaign.
Dependent Variables
The goal

of this

study is to bett er und er st an d how

mass media m o v e op ini on s surrounding the candidates and
vote choice.

Ac cordingly,

the dependent variables;
results of this

candidate ass essment

is one of

the other is vote choice.

The

study will provide empirical eviden ce of

media influences and to refine un derstanding of the
components

inv o lv ed

in the priming effect.

The re spo nd ent s
to 100.

rate each candidate on a scale of one

The d i f f e r e n c e between these two scores,

differential

feelings

dependent variable.

thermometer,

the

is the resulting

This variable is m e a s u r e d se pa rat el y

for the p re - e l e c t i o n and post-election panels.

Respondents

were also a sk ed their vote choice prior to and following
the election.

T hei r pic k was coded as 0

(zero)

for Reagan
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and 1

(one)

for Carter.

Responses were measured for each

panel.
Media Variables
Dif fe ren ce s exist between television and newsp ape r
c ove rag e of elections.
more issue

News pap er s are thought to provide

information than television news, which

is

con s id er ed to have a gr eat er orientat ion toward horse-race
j o u rn al is m

(Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1994;

and Z i eg le r 1989; Kernell

1986).

Kurtz 1993;

Dye

The findings in this

study sh ou l d support the argument that news impacts
elections,
of that

and the results sho u ld clarify the exact nature

influence.

The findings should indicate that print

news e x p o s u r e will exert gr ea t er influence on candidate
preference,

as measured in the differential feelings

th e r m o m e t e r scores,

than tel evi sio n exposure.

It also

e x p e ct ed that print exposure will wield a strong priming
in fluence on vote choice wh ile television will exercis e a
sli gh tl y weak er priming influence.
Fre q ue nc y of exposure to television news was addr ess ed
in the following question,
national
once or

"How often do you watch

network news? e v e ry evening,
twice a week,

respectively.

3 or 4 times a week,

or less than once a week."

were c o d e d as 4 (four),

3 (three),

2

the

Responses

(two), and 1 (one),

The variable was standardized to run from 1
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to C.

Frequency of exposure to a da ily newspaper was

addressed in the following question:

Do you read a dally

newspaper regularly?,

which is coded

(1)one for a yes

response and 0

for a no response.

(zero)

An overall

exposure variable was created by adding the two together.
The scores ranged from a score of 5 (five)

for highest use

of both print and broadcast to a score of 1 (one)
lowest use of print and broadcast.

for the

The overall media

variables were standardized to run from 1 to 0.
Media va riables are critical but not exclusive
influences of the priming effect.
candidate abilities,
factors,

Ot he r varia ble s—

issue position,

socio-demographic

and other variables may also affect presidential

evaluations or could inhibit or enhance the effect of
media.

These factors need to be cons id ere d as well.
Ca ndidate Abilities Varia bl es
Media focuses on the leadership abilities of the

candidates,

and assessments of the candidates have the

potential to prime

feelings thermometer scores and

ultimately vote choice.

Clearly,

variables that measure

respondents opinions on the leadership of the candidates
are essential.
Candidate abi l it y variables are operationalized in the
following manner.

Respondents are given a series of
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characteristics:
dishonest,

strong

leader,

knowledgeable,

and ab i l i t y to manage relations with other

countries.

The re spondents are asked to de t er mi ne how well

the term describes each candidate.
(four)

indicating e x t r e m e l y well;

quite well;

2 (two)

are totaled,

3 (three)

indicating
and 1 (one)

The scores for each candidate

and the resulting score is the total ability

measure for each candidate.

score,

Scores ranged from 4

indicating not too well;

indicating not well a t all.

scores.

inspiring,

The difference between the two

Carter's ab il it y score minus Reagan's ability
becomes the a b i l i t y differential score.

A higher

score indicated more pos itive feelings for Carter,
lower score indicated more positive feelings

and a

for Reagan.

This score is used as the independent va ria ble in the
analysis.

This var ia bl e was standardized to run from 0 to

1.
It is expected that assessments of the candidate's
ability should influence a respondent's feelings
thermometer scores an d vote choice.
an excellent source to obtain,
candidate's abilities.

Furthermore,

information about

In particular,

b ro adc as t

media is
the
news

stories offer inform ati on about the qualities and strengths
of the competitors in a presidential race.

The

interaction

between media and a candidate's abilities will be discussed
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in gr eater detai l
analysis will

in the media chapter.

test

Additional

the influence of television and print

news to impact abil ity assessments.
Issue Position Varia bl es
Respondents'

positions on key issues of the campaign

have the p o w er to prime opinions about the candidates and
the race.

The AN ES data provides ample opportunities to

measure how to meas ure respondents'
political and social concerns.
two,

views on important

As noted

the natu re of issues differs.

in Chapters one and

Cha pt er two noted which

issues will be

investigated and ca t eg or iz ed the issue as

hard or easy.

This research emph asi ze s

as a key fact or

the type of issue

in the priming effect.

The res pon de nts were asked to identify their position
on the hard issues:
services,

government

d e f e n s e spending,

spending

for programs and

and relations with Russia.

Issue po sit ion s are calculated in the following manner.
The respondent
Scores

ranged

is asked his or her positi on on an issue.
from 1 (one)

indicating an essentially

liberal p o si ti o n to a score of 7

(seven)

essenti al ly co nservative position.

indicating an

The variables were

standardized to run from 0 to 1.
Res po nde nt s were also asked to indicate their positi on
on the easy issue,

abortion.

Scores

ranged from 1 (one),
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which indicated the most

liberal viewpoint,

should never be forbidden,

to a score of 4

indicated the most conservative opinion,

that abortion
(four)

that

that the procedure

should never be al lo we d even in cases of rape or incest.
Abortion issue po si ti o n variables were standardized to run
from 0 to 1.
Socio -D emo gr aph ic and Other Variables
Other characteristics,
education,

interest,

party identification,

level of political discussion,

and

date of the surv ey interview have the potential to
illuminate the nature of the priming effect.
the assumptions of priming,
influence,

but

As noted in

media is an important priming

it is not the only one.

Socio-demographic

characteristics are important to consider because they may
enhance the pr im in g effect.

Also,

they m a y mediate the

media effect.
Furthermore,
argument

some analyses of media effects support the

that the apparent influence of m e di a may actually

reflect the impact of politically relevant social
characteristics that happen to be cor related with media
exposure.

For example,

since politically interested,

well-

educated individuals are disproportionately likely to watch
television or read newspapers,

any systemic opinion changes
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among these groups might easily be mi staken for the effects
of media exposure.
Therefore,

to guard against the possibility of

estimating spurious media effects,

all of the analyses

reported here include partisanship,
interest,

politi ca l discussion,

as exogenous control variables.

education,

campaign

and date of the interview
The following sections

detail the impact of each factor on the priming effect as
well the methods of coding.
Partisanship is an important dispositional
characteristic.

Most Americans develop attachment to one

of the major political parties relatively early in adult
life and hold to these attachments fairly determinedly
(Kinder and Sears

1985). Attachment to a political party

influences pr esi dential evaluations.
represent a cognitive resource,

Partisan ties

offering voters an

effective way to impose order and purpose to the often
disorderly and confusing world of politics.

Partisans are

more likely to have internalized a political belief system
that may include particular attributions of responsibility.
Partisanship can affect the strength of media influence.
highly partisan

individual has cues and resources other

than media to come to political decisions and positions
(Robinson and Levy 1986).
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A

Furthermore,

it is anticipated that the strength of

party identification may shield an individual

from the

influence of media p r i m i n g — since partisan sentiments
dictate judgments
short,

about candidates and vote choice.

In

it is ex pec te d that strong p art is ans hip would impact

presidential evaluations and insulate individuals

from

inconsistent cues conveyed by news— both print and
b r oa dc ast — and to the priming effect of me dia
Hacker 1995).

However,

(DeSart

as the campaign progresses,

1995;

it is

expected that media influence will mute the strength of the
partisan effect.
For the purposes of this study,

partisan

predispositions are m e a su re d by the traditional party
identification item in the National Elections Study survey.
The scale ranged from 0
(six)

(zero)

for strong Republican.

for strong Dem o cr at to 6

The variable was standardized

to run from 0 to 1.
The level of formal education can generate substantial
correlations
media use

in a var ie ty of political behaviors

(Clarke and Fredin 1978).

Logically,

educated are more sophisticated and critical.
that their political views are less ma lle abl e

including
the better

It follows
in general

and therefore less susceptible to the effects of exposure
to news.

Education helps determine a person's general
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knowledge.

This

persuade that

relates to the a b i l i t y of media to

individual and alter his or her opinion.

Previous research indicates that individuals with higher
education tend to be less easily per su ad ed
1973;

Iyengar and McGuire

(McGuire 1969;

1993)

Education allows a person to bec o me engaged in
political comm uni cat io n outlets and eq uip themselves with
the skills to use media information
1982;

(Hagner and Pierce

Fiske and Kinder 1981). Therefore,

they are less

likely to be pri me d by media coverage during the campaign.
In the survey used in this study,

respondents were asked

the highest level of education attained.
variable scores

ranged from a score of 1 (one)

attainment of an eighth grade educ ati on
(ten)

The education
for

to a score of 10

for comp le tio n of an advanced degree.

It was

standardized to run from 0 to 1.
Levels of political interest are also potentially
significant as a resource for interp re tin g mass media and
evaluating candidates.

People who are highly politically

interested tend to know more about p ub li c issues and the
candidates,

to have access to more ex te ns iv e and varied

sources of informat ion outside media,
thorough poli tic al

interpretations.

and to have more
Accordingly,

they are

expected to hold more firmly to their attribution of
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responsibilities in the face of countervailing contextual
cues produced by news reports than persons who are less
politically interested.
interested individual

Put differently,

the politically

is more likely to have the ability to

counter argue the information provided in news stories,
this ability

and

could produce a degree of immunity to the

priming influence

(Graber 1988,

1993; Hamelink and Linne

1994) .
Political
ways.

interest may be measured in a variety of

For the purposes of this research interest was

measured by the survey respondent's expressed level of
interest

in the campaign.

much interested,
interested.
follows:

Possible responses were very

somewhat interested,

and not much

The answer to the question was scored as

a very much interested response received a score

of 1 (one);

a

somewhat interested response received

score of 3 (three);

and a not much int ere st ed response

received a 5

score.

(five)

a

The variable was standardized to

run from 0 to 1.
This research acknowledges that people engage in
political decision and form political opinions within a
social context.

The work place,

social gatherings,

home offer opportunities to talk about politics,
and candidates.

and the

issues,

Interpersonal communications are important
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sources for political

information

1987; MacKuen and Brown 1987).

Political discussion also

has the power to influence media.
for news information,
enhanced,

(Huckfeldt and Sprauge

By providing a context

media information can be defined,

and better understood.

discussion can prime opinions.

Engaging in political
It is therefore necessary

to include a discussion variable in the research.
Discussing politics is coded as O(zero)

no and 1 (one)

yes.

Number of days before or after the elect ion that the
interview occurred has also been included as an independent
variable.

This variable will chart the evol uti on of

importance of media during the campaign.

The variable is

coded from 1 to 62, depending on the date of the interview.
The findings should indicate that the progress of the
campaign primes opinions.

The variable is standardized to

run from 0 to 1.
Party identification,

education,

political

interest,

political discussion can be thought of as resources.

Party

identification offers a convenient and economical way to
organize and understand the political world.

Education

indicates general cognitive and analytical abilities.
Political

interest summarizes a rich,

political experiences.

div ers e set of

Political discussion allows ideas

to be qualified and brings additional understanding of the
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issues and candidates.

These resources m a y be considered as

competitors of mass media.
politically interested,

For the well-educated,

partisan,

and po litically articulate,

mass

media is but one of several sources of information.
Nonetheless,

m e d i a have a great deal of po w e r to prime

opinion. As the campaig n progresses the in fluence of media
should increase,

and mute other priming influences,

particularly partisanship.
Equation
The e q u a t i o n

for the B a s i c M o d e l

for the basic m o d e l

is as

follows:

O p i n i o n = bo + bi(pid)

+ b 2 ( e d u c a t i o n ) + b J ( in te re st )

b4(ability)

issue)

exposure)

+ b5(easy
b8(talk)

+bc (ha rd issue)

+ b9(day- p r i o r

to or

+

+ b7(media

following

the

election)

The va ri a bl es are:
OPINION=The two depend en t variables:
thermometer scores

Diffe ren ti al

feelings

(Carter-Reagan) and Vo te choice;

PID=Party id en ti fic at ion of the respondent;
EDUCATION=Ed uca tio n level attained by respondent;
I N T E R E S T = R e s p o n d e n t 's interest in the campaign;
ABILITY = Dif fer en t ia l score
assessment of candidates'

(Carter-Reagan)

of the

candidate characteristics;

EASY ISS UE =Re spo nd ent 's position on an ea s y issue;
HARD ISS UE =Re spo nd ent 's position on a har d issue;
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MEDI A EXPOSUR E

(television and newspaper)^Respondent's

level of e x p os ur e to news media sources,
newspaper,

television and

d u r i n g the campaign;

TALKE D= Whe th er or not the respondent discu sse d the campaign
with friends or co-workers;
DAY=Number of days prior to or following the campaign that
the respondent was

interviewed;

The res ear ch approach for this study has been created
through c o n s i d e r a t i o n of theoretical approach, methodology,
data set,

issue type,

media differ en ces and variables,

other det er m in an t s of priming.

and

The study that follows

builds on e xi s t i n g priming analysis,

expands the main

assumptions of priming,

to illuminate the more

and attempts

subtle aspects of the priming effect.
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CHAPTER 4. THE BASIC MODEL
Previous chapters have introduced the basic goals of
the research,

outlined the theoretical approach,

the context of the 1980 election,
study's methodology.
model,

d is cus se d

and summarized the

The next step is to test the ba sic

which offers a "first cut" or first examination of

the research and operationalizes the fundamental ideas of
the study.
This chapter will use the basic model to evaluate the
influence of media and other variables on feelings toward
the candidates and vote choice.

The basic model is similar

to Mendelsohn's original priming model used in his 1996
research,

which studied the role of media priming in vote

decision.

Results of the basic model will present baselin e

figures for comparison with the more complex models that
follow and provide preliminary tests of the influence of
media priming during the 1980 presidential election.

The

next section reviews the basic model and its dependent and
independent variables detailed in Chapter 3.
Variables in the Basic Model
The dependent variables are differential
thermometer scores and vote intent.
the election,

feelings

Prior to and following

respondents were asked to rate each candid at e

on a scale of 1 to 100.

The differential

feelings
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thermometer score was created by subtracting Carter's score
from Reagan's score.
0 (zero)

The score was standardized to run from

to 1 (one).

To measure vote intent,

respondents

were also asked their vote choice prior to and following
the election.

If their choice was Reagan,

coded as 0 (zero);

the response was

if their choice was Carter,

the response

was coded as 1 (one).
The basic model will use several independent variables
to examine determinants of opinions in the 1980 election.
The findings should support the argument that news and
other influences

impact elections,

and the results should

clarify the nature of that effect. The basic model will use
media exposure,
position,
interview.

assessments of candidate abilities,

socio-demographic factors,

and date of the

These components have the potential to affect

presidential evaluations and vote choice.
variables

issue

Furthermore,

the

could constrain or amplify the effect of media.

The media variable utilized in the basic model
exposure to news.

is

Exposure to the news is measured in the

frequency of viewing television news and reading a daily
newspaper.

An overall exposure variable

adding the two together.

The

is created by

scores are standardized to

run from l(one)

for highest levels of exposure to print and

broadcast news,

to 0 (zero)

for no news source exposure.
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Abili ti es assessments also have the potential to
influence opinions.

During the campaign,

leadership abilities of the candidates.
of the candidates'

media focus on the
Voter eva lu ati ons

chara cte r or abilities may influence

feelings thermometer scores and ul ti mat el y vote choice.
Clearly,

variables that measure respondents'

opinions on

the qualities of the candidates are essential to an
examination of opinion change during an election.
measure abi l it y assessments,

To

respondents are asked to rate

the candidates on a v a r ie t y of characteristics and
qualities.

Scores are totaled for each candidate,

then

Carter's score is subt rac te d from Reagan's to create a
differential ability assessment score.

The score is for

this variable is standardized to run from 0 (zero)

to 1

(one).
Issues also play a role in opinion formation.

This

study asserts that m e di a exposure activates issues
opinions,

ma ki n g them m o re

important to feelings

thermometer scores and vote choice.

In addition,

the

nature of m e d ia effects depend on issue type— hard or easy.
It is ex pec te d that m e d i a exert a stronge r influence on
hard issues,

which are m or e complex and analytical.

To

directly test the influence of media on issue opinion
requires the use of interaction v a r i a b l e s — variables that
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will

be u s e d

variables

can

in C h a p t e r 5. The
sug ge st

The b a s i c m o d e l

res ul ts

of

that m e d i a p r i m i n g

i nc lu de s p o s i t i o n s

issue opinion
is t ak in g place.

on b o t h

har d and easy

issues.

In the survey,

the respondent is asked to identify his

or her pos it i on on the hard issues:
programs and services,
Russia.

government spending for

defense spending,

To calculate hard issue position,

is asked to state his or her position.
range from 1
view,

and relations with

(one),

the respondent

Possible scores

which indicates a liberal point of

to a score of 7 (seven),

conservative point of view.

which indicates a

The variables are standardized

to run from 0 to 1.
To score the easy issue,

abortion,

the respondent is

asked to identif y his or her position on the issue.
Possible posit ion s

range from the most

abortion shoul d never be forbidden,
of 1 (one),

(four).

which receives a score

to the most conservative position,

procedure shoul d never be allowed,
of 4

liberal position,

the

which receives a score

Abortion issue position variables are

standardized to run from 0 to 1.
In or der to chart the changes in opinion as the
campaign progressed,

some type of date variable needs to be

utilized as an independent variable.

The number of days
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before or after the election that the interview ocourred is
used.

Scores ranged from 1 to 62, de pen di ng on the date of

the interview.

The findings should indicate that the

progress of the campaign effects opinions.
standardized to run from 0 to 1.

The variable is

This variab le will be

used in subsequent analysis as part of an interaction
v a r ia bl e.
Control variab le also have to be includ ed in the basic
model.

Previous me dia studies argue that apparent media

influences are act ua ll y the effects of characteristics,
social and political,
media exposure.

which are highly cor rel at ed with

Therefore,

the basic mo del and all

subsequent models presented in other chapter s
measures of

partisanship,

education,

include

campaig n interest,

and political di sc us sio n as exogenous control variables.
Inclusion of theses variables will protect
media effects.
to run from 0

against spurious

All control variables have been standardized
(zero)

to 1 (one).

These variables are resources,

mu ch the same way that

broadcast and print news provide voters with resources to
understand politics.
background,

Party identification,

level of political interest,

political disc uss io n offer voters tools

educational

and engaging in
that can help in

making political evaluations or decisions.

Each socio-
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demographic var i ab le provides a particular type of
assistance. A f f i l i a t i o n with a political p ar ty is an
extremely efficient way to organize and und erstand
politics.

Education provides not only the cognitive

abilities to u n d e rs ta nd issues but also the analytical
ability to u nta ng le different and complex points of view
surrounding that

issue.

Through political

interest voters

become engaged in the process of politics.

Participation

in political di sc us si on offers the op por tu nit y to enhance
and define polit ica l opinions.

These resources may compete

with or enhance the influence of print and broadcast news.
The presence of these variables in the ba sic model and the
other models that

follow is essential to understanding the

nature of priming and its effect on political opinions.
Using the v ar iab le s described in this section,

the

equation for the basic model is as follows:
Op in io n^ bo + bi(pid)

+ b 2 ( e d u c a t i o n ) + ba(interest)

b4(ability)

issue)

bgftalk)

+ b5(easy

+b5(hard issue)

+

+ b7(media)

+ b9( day)

OPINION= Feelings

thermometer scores and Vote choice;

PID=Party identification;
EDUCATION=Education

level;

I N TE RE ST =R e sp on de nt 's interest in the campaign;
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+

ABILITY = Differential score of the respondent's as se ss me nt
of candidates'

candidate characteristics;

EASY I S S U E = R e s p o n d e n t 's position on aoortion;
HARD ISSUE=Respondent's position on a defense spending;
relations with Russia; and g o v e r nm en t
ME D IA =R es pon de nt' s

level of e x po su re

spending;
to news media sources;

T A LK ED =W he th er or not the res pondent discussed the
campaign;
DAY=Number of days prior to or follo win g the oampaign that
the respondent was interviewed;
The mod el will be run for the pr e-election and p o s t 
election surveys.
contrast

Both panels w e r e utiliz ed to compare and

the influences these d et e r m i n a n t s of opinion and

detect mor e subtle effects of m e d i a on opinion.

Also,

using surveys taken during and a f t e r the election will
offer suggestions as to whether or not media priming ends
at the ele ct io n or continues

in the weeks

that follow the

race.
Expected Findings
U t ili zi ng the basic model,

the

findings will offe r

baseline m e as ur es of the effects of the variables on
opinion and provide support for e l e m e n t a r y conclusions
about me dia priming.
of media exposure,

The findings will show the im po rta nce

ability assessments,

date of the survey.
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and respondent

characteristics on opinion.

The outcomes

will indicate how important these vari ab les were in shaping
feelings th ermometer scores and vote choice and how that
influence increased or dissipated wi th time.

In addition,

the results should indicate which type of issue,
easy,

hard or

had a gre ate r impact on opinion and if that impact

changed duri ng the course of the campaign and in the weeks
that followed.
It is e xpe ct ed that abilities,

p r es en t ed by media and

other sources will matte r significantly to feelings
thermometer scores and vote choice d u r in g and following the
campaign.
important.
influence.
technical

Issues,

both hard and easy,

Hard issues,

however,

Unlike easy issues,
in nature,

provided by news.

will also be

will exert a stronger

hard issues are more

and more dependent upon information

As the campaign progresses,

hard issue

opinions will be incorporated into feelings thermometer
scores and vote choice.

The influence of issues on

opinions should provide preliminary if not direct evidence
of the priming effect.

Results of the basic model will

also provide information as to w h e th er or not media favored
Carter or Reagan.

It is expected that Reagan,

a master of political media,
exposure.

will benefit

credited as

from media

These effects will be significant even if the
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analyses control for an individual's level of political
sophistication.
partisanship,

Measures of sophistication will be

education,

political

interest,

and political

discussion.
Tables 4.1-4.12 show the results of regression and
logit analyses of the basic model. Analyses use several
versions of the basic model.

Each regression or logit

analysis includes an abil it y variable,
variable,

an abortion

and a hard issue variable-defense spending,

relations with Russia,

government spending.

analyze the American National Election Study

The models
(ANES) 1980

pre-election and pos t- election surveys.
Table 4.1 Pre-Election Feelings Thermometer-Abilities
Abortion and Relations with Russia-Basic Model

Variable
Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagan)

Beta Coefficients
177.652'*'
(5.300)

Party Identification

-26.083"'
(2.652)
-1.305
(3.529)

Education

Interest

6.078'
(3.413)
-.195
2.042'

Talk

Date

-6.314"
(2.606)

Media Exposure

-2.925
(3.413)
-1.563
(3.127)

Position on Abortion

Position on Rel. w Russ

-9.422'"
(2.913)

N=982 Dependent variable=Differential Feel. Therm. Pre-Election
R square =.710 Standard Error in Parentheses
p'<.05

p"<.01

p ' " < .001
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T a b l e 4.2 Po st -E le ct i on Fe e l i n g s T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s
Aborti on and Relations with Russia-Basic Model
VarieUole
Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagan)

Beta Coefficients
146.362'"
(5.817)

Party Identification

-24 .825'"
(2.910)
-14.320'"
(3.885)
- 3.098
13.749)
- 2.122
(2.230)
- 2.279
(2.606)
.614
(3.731)
-10.544'"
,3.127)
-11.537'"
(2.913)

Education
Interest
TaDc
Date
Media Exposure
Position on Abortion
Position on Rel. w Russ

N=980
Dependent variable^Differentiai Feelings Therm. Post-Election
R square =.660
Standard Error in Parentheses
p*<.05

p**<.01

p***<.001

Table 4.3 Pre-Election Vote C h o i c e - A b i l i t i e s , Abortion and
Relations with Russia-Basic Model
Variable

Beta Coefficients

Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagan)

6.679'"'
(.583)

Party Identification

-3. 590'"
(.622)
1.100
!.684)
2.954'"
(.626)
- .527
(.372)
-1. 4 3 5 "
(.492)
- .902
I.622)
- .003
t.600)
- .279
(.561)

Education
Interest
TaDc
Date
Media Exposure
Position on Abortion
Position on Rel. w Russ

Dependent variable=vote choice Pre-Election N=396 • Correctly predicted=80.81
Standard Error in Parentheses
p '<.05

p"<.Ql

p ' " < . 001
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Table 4.4 Po st- El e ct i on Vote Choice-Abilities,
Relations with Ru ss ia - Ba si c Model
Variable

Abortion and

Beta Coefficients

Differencial Ability
(Carter-Reagan;

13.139***
;.67 6/

Party Identification

-3.891***
.505)
-.867
,.667;

Education

Interest

-.5^1
'.64 6 I

Talk

-.699*
;.366)
-4.353**
;.670

Date

Media Exposure

- .126**
;.650

Position on Abortion

-1.021*
i.574)

Position on Rel. w Russ

-1.740**
(.543)

Dependent variable=vote choice Pcsc-Electior.
N=652 • Correctly predicted=89 .26
p*<.05
p**<.01
p***<.001

Table 4.5 Pr e-E le cti on Feelings T h e r m o m e t e r Score
.Abilities, Abortion, and Defense Sp en di n g - B a s i c Model
Variable

Beta Coefficients

Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagani
Party Identification

179.801***
(5.101)
-26.876***
(2.627)
- 3.841
13.486)
7.953**
(3.3661
- 7.8 56

Education
Interest
Talk

(2 . 0 2 0 )

Date

- 5.988**
(2.568)
- 3.791
(3.314)
- 5.093*
(3.0741
- 6.869*
(3.360)

Media Exposure
Position on Abortion
Position on Def. Spndg

N=990 Dependent variable=Differential Feelings Therm. Pre-Election
R square =.72 5 Standard Error in Parentheses
p*<.05
p**<.01
p***<.001
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T a b l e 4.6 Post-Electior. F e e l i n g s T h e r m o m e t e r Scor e
A bi li t i e s , Ab ortion, and D e f e n s e S p e n d i n g - B a s i c Mode'
Variable

Beta Coefficients

Differential Ability
tCarter-Reaganl

146.089*"
:2.820)

Party Identification

'25.790**'
;2 .895i

Education

-14.100***
(3.849)

Interest

- 2.825
(3.720)
.67

Talk

0

(2 .2 2 2 )

Date

.325
:
•3 .917 )

Media Exposure

.128
(3.661)
-11.003***
(3.402'
-17.093***
■4.013)

Position on Abortion
Position on Def. Spndg

N=989 Dependent variable“Differential Feelings Therm.
R square =.631 Standard Error in Parentheses
p*<.C5
p**<.01
p***<.001

Post-Election

Table 4.7 Pre-Election Vote Choice Sc or e- Ab ili tie s,
Abortion, and Defense Spending -Ba si c Model
Variable

Beta Coefficients

Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagan!
Party Identification

6.310***
(.544i
-3.544***
(.560)
.950
<.6561
-2.672***
(.592)
- .566
■.345)
- .854*
(.472)
- .842
(.597;
- .157
■.574!
- .248
(.602)

Education
Interest
Talk
Date
Media Exposure
Position on

Abortion

Position on

Def.Spndg

Dependent varlable-vote choice Pre-Election
N=407
• Correctly predicted=79.12
Standard Error in Parentheses
p *<.05
p**<.01

p***<.001
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Table 4.8 Post-Electio.n Vote Choice Score-Abilities,
Abortion, and Defense S p e n di ng -Basic Model
Variable

Beta Coefficients

Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagan)

i.7ni

Party Identification
Education

13.913**'

-4.179***
(.537)
-1.037
i.695)

Interest

.896
I.656)

Tallt

- .482
I .380)

Date

-1.538**
(. 6 8 8 )

Media Exposure

- .524
(.648)

Position or. Abortion

-1.048*
(.595)

Position on Def. Spndg

-1.753**
I.740)

Dependent variable=vote choice Post-Election
N=660
T Correctly predicted=89.95
p *<.05
p**<.01
p***<.001

Table 4.9 t-re-Election Feelings Thermometer-Abilities,
Abortion, Government Spending-Basic Model
Variable

Beta Coefficients

Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagan)

178.102***
(2.653)

Party Identification

-24.839***
(2.758)
- 2.411
(3.543)
5.141
(3.427)

Education
Interest

Talic
Date

.204
(2.045)
- 6.128**
.3.543)

Media Exposure

- 1.37 3
(3.428)

Position on Abortion

- 2.07 3
(3.097)

Position on Gov.Spndg

- 9.841**
(3.021)

N“ 961
Dependent varlable-Differential Feelings Therm. Pre-Election
R square =.715 Standard Error in Parentheses
p*<.05
p**<.01
p***<.001
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Table 4.10 Post-Election Feelings T he rm om et er -A b il it ie s,
Abortion, Government Spending-3asic Model
Variable

Beca Coefficients

Differencial Ability
(Carter-Reagan)

145.700*»*
(2.596)

Party Identification

- 20.903***
(3.Ill)

Education

- 11.122**
(3.990)

Interest

- 2.845
(3.869)
.504
(2.295)

Talk

Date

■ 1.743
(3.984)

Media Exposure

-1.07 9
(3.870)

Position on

Abortion

-10.104**
(3.507)

Position on

Gov.Spndg

-19.542***
(3.415)

N=962
Dependent variable=Differential Feelings Therm. Post Election
R square =.697 standard Error in Parentheses
p*<.05

p**<.01

p***<.001

Table 4.11 Pre- Election Vote Choice-Abilities,
Government Spending -Ba sic Model
Variable
Differential Ability
(Carter-Reagan)

Beta Coefficients
6.441***
(.555)

Party Identification

-3.141***
i.584)
1.124*
.670)
3.027»**
1.559)
- .438
(.361)
- .914*
(.472)
-.755
(.631)
- .445
(.581)
- .503
(.556)

Education
Interest
Talk
Date
Media Exposure
Position on Abortion
Position on Gov.Spndg

Abortion

Dependent variable=vote choice Pre-Election N=396 r Correctly predicted=79.28
Standard Error in Parentheses p *<.05

p**<.01

p***<.C01
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T a b l e 4.12 P o s t - E l e c t i o n V o t e Ch o i c e - A b i l i t i e s ,
Government Spend i n g -Basic Model
Variable

Ab or ti on ,

Beca Coeîficiencs

Differencial Abilicy
(Career-Reagan)
Parcy IdenCificacion

13.172***
(.688)
-2.978***
;.536)
Educacion
-1.115*
t.646)
Inceresc
.712
(.644)
Talk
- .539
(.360)
Dace
-1.276*
1.650)
Media Exposure
- .401
(.642)
Posicion on Aborcion
- .929*
(.556)
Posicion on Gov.Spndg
-1.889***
(.556)
Dependenc variable=voce choice Posc-Eleccion N=648 • Correccly predicced=89.04
p*<.05

p**<.01

p***<.001

Results of the Basic Model
Results of the basic model supported some,
of the antici pat ed findings.

The effect of m e di a exposure

on opinion is ve ry interesting.

It was an t ic ip at ed that

m ed ia exposure w ou ld be a significant
media exposure,

but not all

influence.

However,

with the exception of one analysis,

did not

have a significant effect on the dependent variables.
Nonetheless,

the results provide compelling information

about the nature of opinions surrounding the dependent
variables. A l t h ou gh media exposure was not a significant
influence on feelings thermo met er scores and vote choice,
the effect was co ns is te n tl y negative,
exposur e to media

favored Reagan.

indicating that

This finding

is
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compatible with the common perception of Reagan as an
effective communi ca tor and master of the news sound byte.
The media exposure variable may not have proved
significant,

but the effect was consistently negative.

A

better test of media influence will come in later chapters.
Findings of the basic model

indicate that media provide

information about the candidates and the issues,
which proved significant
Furthermore,

variables

in the results of the basic model.

the effect of hard issues opinions on feelings

thermometer scores and vote choice was consist ent ly greater
than that of easy issue opinions.

This finding suggests

that media affecte d hard issue opinions to a much greater
extent than it affecte d easy issues
The impact of ability assessment on opinion was
positive,

large,

and h i g hl y significant in all of the results.

This finding indicates

that more favorable assessments of

each candidate resulted in corresponding higher feelings
thermometer scores and an increased likelihood of voting
for the candidate.
Carter as strong,

Put simply,
knowledgeable,

if the respondent assessed
inspiring,

honest,

able to manage relations with other countries,

and

he or she

would report a high er feelings thermometer score for Carter
and be more likely to vote for Carter.

Clearly voters'

perceptions of the candidates mattered,

and the results of
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rhe basic model

indicate that abi li ty assessments affected

opinion.
The significant effect of abilities on opinion
continued after the election.

Following the race,

thermometer scores remained strong,
significant.

positive,

feelings

and highly

Vote choice was also strongly influenced by

ability assessment

in the post-election panel.

actually increased following the election.

The effect

Apparently,

abilities became more important to vo ter opinion as the
campaign progressed.

In addition,

the resulting effects,

provided by me dia and other sources,
ballots were cast.
the days or weeks

Evidently,

continued after the

the effect was not limited to

immediately before the race.

The

findings of this part of the study seemed to suggest that
the influence of these variables did not immediately
dissipate following election day.

It persisted after the

election.
The date of the interview appears to have influenced
respondents'

opinions.

The effect of the date variable was

negative and significant in the pre-election analyses.
other words,

as the campaign proceeded,

view Reagan mor e favorably and were more
him.

In

respondents came to
likely to vote for

The progress of the campaign seemed to be working to

Reagan's benefit and suggests priming.
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The effect of the interview date matter ed
election feelings thermome te r tests,
significant
scores.

in the p r e 

but date was a

influence on post-election

feelings

thermometer

The reason for this effect is not clear,

effect of date will be examined in more detail

but the

in Chapter

6, which should reveal more subtle aspects of the influence
of the campaign on opinion.
In contrast,

the date variable seemed to be more

compelling to respondent vote choice following the
election.

The effect remained negative;

increased and were mo re significant.

the co efficients

The pre- and p o s t 

election variables dif fer in their interpretation.
pre-election vote choice analyses
election neared,
Reagan.

The

indicate that as the

respondents were more likely to prefer

The post- ele cti on panel indicates that

respondent was interviewed after the panel,
he or she was to pre fe r Reagan.
were two elections,

the later a

the more

likely

It seem as though there

and Reagan won both of them.

One

possible explanation for this finding is the nature of
campaign coverage.

Prior to the election,

considered superior in use of media,
sources Greenfield

1982;

Reagan was

pa rti cu l ar l y broadcast

Germond and Witcov er 1981).

This

skillful use of m e d ia could explain the results of the p r e 
election findings.

Following the election,

Reagan received
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more coverage than Carter in the weeks after the election.
Much of the attent io n
office,

focused on Reagan p re par ing

choosing a cabinet,

for

and being sur ro un de d by family

and friends d is cu ss ing a hopeful new administration.
favorable press

The

following the election could be the cause

of the continuing benefit to Reagan. This effect will be
examined in gre at e r detail

in the next chapter,

which

concentrates on me dia during and following the election.
Issues also appear ed to have been in fluential
opinion formation.

Accor di ng to the results,

in

hard issues

became significant as the campaign progr ess ed and continued
to affect the individuals'
Further,

opinions after the election.

the di rec ti on of the effect was con si st en t ly

negative.
and easy,

A conser vat iv e position on the issues,
tra nslated into more positive feelings

both hard
for Reagan

and a greater likelihood of voting for the Republican.
The theory of priming asserts that m edi a coverage of
certain topics activates the electorate and makes opinions
on those issues m ore relevant.

Media coverage was expected

to influence hard issues to a much greater extent than easy
issues,

and indeed the coefficients of ha rd issues were

consistently larger.

The variable was c on si s t e n t l y negative

in all tests of pre- and post-election feelings

thermometer

scores and all tests of post-election vote choice.
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In

addition,

coefficients

increased in m agn it ude

following the

election.
The increased significance of these issues was
reasonable since these three issues received a great deal
of media attention during the election.

Reagan in

particular bas ed his candidacy on change,
and foreign policy.

He called for strengthening the

national economy and the United States'
position.

in both domestic

Researchers

international

found that Reagan controlled the

nature of med ia coverage during the campaign,
the final mo nths of the race
Robinson 1983;

(Jamieson 1992;

especially in
Sheehan and

Drew 1981).

This strategy appeared to have been successful.
According to the results of this analysis,

more

conservative positions on the three hard issues produced
more favorable assessments of Reagan and greater
probability of voting for Reagan.
media priming

The results suggest that

favored Reagan's candidacy and may have

ultimately resulted in his victory.
The easy issue,

abortion,

was also significant.

The

effect was consi ste ntl y negative in both pre- and post
election results.
feelings about

Opinions on abortion were important to

the candidates during and after the race-the

coefficients were even larger in the magnitude.

This
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finding can be explained,
of social

in part,

by heavy media coverage

issues like abortion during the campaign.

Abortio n was often cited as an ex ample of the differences
between Carter and Reagan.

The issue illustrated the

contrasts between the candidates and their approaches to
social problems and social change

(Mickelson 1989;

and Robinson 1983; Greenfield 1982;
1981).

Like the hard issues,

in the post-election surveys,

Sheehan

Ger mo n d and Witcover

abortion was more significant
suggesting a priming effect.

The control variab le s— partisanship,

amount of

political discussion,

interest,

and edu ca t io n— also yielded

interesting results.

Party affiliation and indicators of

political sophistication affected feelings about the
candidates and vote choice,
influence varied.

although the degree of that

Partisanship guided feelings thermometer

scores and vote choice in all of the analyses.

The effects

of partisanship extended beyond the campaign and showed up
in the post-election panels. The direc tio n of the effect
was as expected,

respondents held mo re positive feelings

for the candidate who shared their party affiliation and
were more likely to vote for that candidate.
the amount of political discussion,
opinion.

In contrast,

did not seem to effect

Interest in the race was more significant to

feelings thermometer scores and p re- ele ct ion vote choice
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than to

vote choice opinions expressed after the

race.

Education was neither a strong nor a consistently
significant

influence on pre-election feelings th er mo me ter

scores or vote choice,

but the level of education completed

by the respondent g e n e r a l l y had a strong,

significant

effect on post -el ec tio n feelings thermometer s c o r e s .

Both

the interest and ed uc at io n variable changed a great deal
from the pre-election panel to the post-election panel.
The movement always

favored Reagan,

which suggests the

campaign helped him.

Furthermore,

the results suggest that

priming was at work.

A n o t h e r explanation of the results

could be a bandwagon effect.
The bandwagon effe ct
follow the lead of media,

is the tendency of voters to
which declare some can didates as

winners and deems others as losers. As a result of the
bandwagon effect,
perceived winner

voters

cast their ballots for the

(Thurber and Nelson 1995; Wat ten ber g

1991).
Con clusions
These results o ff er baselin e

figures about

determinants of op inion and preliminary information about
the priming effect.
points.

First,

The basic model revealed six important

the pro g re ss of the campaign,

media exposure and the date variables,

m e a s u r e d by

appears to have
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favored Reagan.

Second,

ability assessments strongly

influenced feelings the rm ome ter scores.
of abilities were important
and after the election.
issues,

Third,

for vote choice,

Fourth,

issues,

eva lu ati on s

both dur in g

particularly hard

became m or e important as the campaign p ro gr ess ed

and their influence co ntinued after election day.

Fifth,

positions surrounding hard issues exerted a stronger
influence than ea sy issue position.

Sixth,

the impact of

media and other variables did not end on election day.
effects appeared to have conti nu ed— in some instances

The
it

actually increased— following the race.
The results

indicate that assessment of candidate

abilities and positions on key issues become more important
to vote decisions and feelings thermometer re a d i n g s .

The

basic model has pr ov id ed pr eliminary findings and compels
further investigation.

Al th oug h the basic model has

produced interesting findings,

it does not completely

describe the role of media in priming or fully address

the

dynamic process of the election.
Information p rov id ed by media coverage and the
progress of the campaign are logical

influences that

interact with opinions on candidate abilities and issues
and ultimately activat e the electorate.
media and the progress of the campaign,

These two factors,
can activate the
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ele ctorate and affect opinions.

The actual role of media

and the dynamic nature of the election remains unclear,
however.

More analysis needs to be done.

The basic equation has been tested,

and now more

direct tests of the priming effect can be ad m i n i s t e r e d .
Further examination will establish how miedia exposure and
the progress of the campaign influences feelings
thermometer scores and vote choice.

The study must be

expanded to determine more precisely how media exposure
impacts opinion.
Additional

interaction variables are necessary to

uncover the connection between media exposure and opinion.
Chapter 5 will add media interaction variables to the basi\
equation.

The results will more clearly demonstrate how

media prime the audience.

In addition,

this part of the

research will differentiate between print and broadcast
news.

Chapter 6 will introduce a dynamic model to better

measu re how the progress of the oampaign affected opinion.
Findings should indicate that as the campaign progressed,
leader evaluations and issue opinions grow in s i g n i f i o a n c e ,
In addition,

the findings will track the duration of those

effects.
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CHAP TE R 5. THE MEDIA MODEL
Chapter 4 tested the basic model.

The results laid the

groundwork for more complex priming models tested in
Chapter 5 and Ch apter 6.

Analysis of the findings produced

interesting preliminary information about the nature and
duration of priming.

The results

progress of the campaign,
and date variables,
favor.

indicated that the

as measured by the media exposure

seemed to have worked in Reagan's

In addition,

there was evidence that ability

assessments strongly influenced feelings thermometer scores
and vote choice.

The effect appeared not to have been

limited to the period before the election— it continued in
the weeks

following the election.

Thus far,
priming.

the findings were suggestive of media

The basic model did not directly test the

interaction between media and other variables,

however.

there is a connection between media exposure and other
variables and this interaction moves opinion,

the basic

model would not reveal this effect. Therefore,

further

exa.mination must be done to establish how media exposure
primes the dependent variables,

differential

thermometer scores and vote choice.

feelings

The study must be

expanded to determine more precisely how media exposure
imoacts with o p i n i o n .
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If

The results of the basic rriodel indicated that media
exposure,

while seeming tc favor Reagan,

have a si gnificant
or vote choice.

did not generally

influence on feelings th er mo me ter scores

This finding emphasizes an important point

necessary to understan di ng the priming effect.

Access

to

broadcast news or a newspaper alone does not auto ma tic all y
activate the electorate.

It seems that media exp o su re alone

may not prime an audience.

More likely,

it is the

interaction of media exposure and an individual's v i e w s —
of the candidates or the issues abili tie s— that work
together to sig ni fic ant ly influence an audience and prime
voters.
If priming

is occurring,

then the influence of certain

variables should depend on how much attention an individual
pays to the med ia presentation of the campaign.
hard and one easy issue,

tested in the models,

great deal of media coverage.

The three
received a

Print and broadcast

reports

also focused on the characteristics of the candidates.
Therefore,

the impact of the issues and candidate abilities

should be gr ea te r among those with greater ex pos ure to
ne w s .
The media outlet
broadcast
weaknesses

is also a consideration.

news have different attributes,
that affect news presentation.

Print and

strengths,

and

In general,
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Lelevision news

is considered as b et te r conveying dramatic

coverage while newspapers are c o n si de r ed superior for
supplying ana ly tic

reporting.

The

nature of exposure should

inhibit or enhan ce priming.
The next sections
detail

review the media models'

variables,

the media models and d es cr ib e the interaction

variables used in those models,
in the media models,

pr o v i d e the equation used

discuss m e d i u m differences

and in the 1980 election,

in general

and a dd re ss differences

in

candidate coverage during the election.
Media M od el s
The media m od el s will expand on the basic model,
discussed in C h a p t e r 3 and tested in Chapter 4.
models will use the same dependent

variables,

feeling's t her mom et er scores and vote choice,
utilize the same coding method.

The media

differential
and they will

T h e models tested in this

chapter— the overa ll media model,

the newspaper model,

and

the television model — contain es s en ti al ly the same nine
variables used in the basic model as well as interaction
variables.
exposure,

The me di a models include measures of media
abili ty assessment,

issue position,
date,

p a r t y identification,

e a s y issue position,

interest,

hard

education,

and political discussion.
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The independent variables use the same coding method
as those of the basic model,
media exposure variable.

with the exception of the

Media exposure will be measured

in three w a y s — overail news media exposure variable,

a

television exposure variable and a newspaper exposure
variable.

The television exposure variable measures

frequency of exposure to national evening news.

The survey

addressed broadcast news exposure

in the following

question,

the national

"How often do you watch

news? Every evening,
twice a week,
coded as 4

or less

(four),

respectively.

three or four times a week,
than once a we ek. ”

3 (three),

question:
is coded

2 (two),

once or

Responses were

and 1

(one),

The variable was standardized to run from 1

to C. For newspaper exposure,
also utilized.

network

a measure of frequency was

This element was addressed in the following

Do you read a d ail y newspaper r e g u l a r l y ? , which
(1)one for a yes response and 0

(zero)

for a no

response.
Three separate categories of media mode ls will be used
to test for differences

in medium source.

are an overall media exposure model,
model,

a newspaper exposure

and a television exposure model.

be compared and contrasted.
larger research,

The three models

These models will

The findings should address the

the priming influence of media during a
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presidential campaign.

In addition,

reveal subtleties of media influence,

results will also
the nature of media

effects on feelings thermometer scores and vote choice,

and

the way print and broadcast news interact with ability
assessments,

issue position,

and party identification

during the campaign.
Interaction Variables
In addition to the nine independent variables the
models will

include additional interactive variables.

These

interactive variables are media exposure and ability
assessment,

media exposure and hard issue position,

exposure and easy issue position,

media

and media exposure and

partisanship.
Using the variables described in this section,
equations

for the media models are as follows:

Opinion^ bo + bi (pid)
b 4( a b i l i t y )
bsctalk)

the

+ b 2 (education ) 4- b3 (interest ) +

b5(easy issue)

+b6(hard issue)

+ b? (me di a) +

+ b5(day)+ bio (media *ability )+ bii (media * pid) 4-

bi2(media'easy

i s s u e ) 4-

bu(media*

hard issue)

The variables are:
OPINION=The two dependent variables : Differential
thermometer scores

(Carter-Reagan)

feelings

and Vote choice;

PID=Party identification of the respondent;
EDUCATION=Ed uca tio n level attained by respondent;
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IN T E R E S T = R e s p o n d e n t 's interest
ABILITY = Differential score
respondent's

in the campaign;

(Carter-Reagan)

assessment of candidates'

of the

candidate

characteristics;
EASY ISSUE=Respondent's position on the easy issue,
abortion;
HARD ISSUE=Respondent's position on a hard issue;
ME DIA EXPOSURE
Respondent's

(overall,

television,

and newspaper)

=

level of combined ex pos ur e to broadcast and

print news media;

level of ex pos ur e to television news ;

level of ex po sur e to a daily newspaper;
TALK ED= Whe th er or not the respondent discussed the campa ign
with friends or co-workers;
DAY=Number of days prior to or following the campaign that
the respondent was interviewed;
MEDIA * AB ILI TY=interaction variable,

each type of media

exposure and ability assessment;
M ED IA ’ PID=interection variable,

each type of media

exposure and party identification;
ME DIA ’ EIASY ISSUE=intenaction variable,

each type of me dia

exposure and easy issue position;
M ED IA * HARD ISSUE=interaction variable,

each type of m e d i a

exposure and hard issue position;
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The media mo de l s will be run for the pre -el e ct io n and
post-election surveys.

Pre- and post -e lec tio n panel

results will pr ovide the comparisons and contrasts
necessary to uncover the influences of pr im i ng and detect
more subtle effects of media on opinion.

In addition,

the

use of pre- and post-e le cti on panels will help determine
the duration of the priming effect.
The Influence of News:

Print and Broadcast

This chapter examines the priming effect of media,
specifically print and broadcast news.
represent,

by far,

the campaign.

the

News

stories

largest category of message s during

Information about candidates,

issues,

and the

race itself is co nt in ua ll y circulated through newspapers
and television.

Therefore,

news media have the potential

to prime opinions duri ng an election.
This research examines the effect of each med i um
separately.

Other priming studies combine me di a exposure.

For example,

M end el soh n' s

(1996)

basic structure for the models,

study,

wh ich provides

the

does not dif fer en ti a te

between print and broa dca st sources.

This

study will

investigate the pri mi ng effect of print and broadcast news
on opinions.

Separate variables for exposure

broadcast news,

to newspapers,

and a combination of news sources will be

utilized.
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1~ is important
broadcast influence.

to understand differences

Each news mediu m has particular

strengths in its presentation.

Overall,

recognized as better conveying visual,
coverage

(Adatto 1993).

In contrast,

(Siegelman and Bullock 1991;

broadcast news is
more emotional

print news

generally credite d with more in-depth,

McClure 1976;

in print and

is

analytic reporting

Ranney 1983;

Keating and Latane 1976).

Patterson and
However,

such

sweeping gen eralizations do not provide a complete or
accurate picture.

Issue information can be evident

broadcast and print campaign reporting
The influence of news,

in both

(Jamieson 1992).

both print and broadcast,

be inhibited by biases in the campaign,

however.

can

Scholars

have noted structural bias, a tendency to concentrate on
action and image rather than explanation and substance,
campaign news

(Patterson 1991).

in

This criticism is usually

leveled at television coverage of elections,

which is often

saturated with dramatizations of campaign events and has
emphasized the battle between the candidates
Researchers have also observed a preference
types of issues or topics.

Studies reveal

(Hacker 1995).
for certain

that stories

containing candidate images or ho rse-race news coverage,
stories that

focus on the election mostly as a game or

contest between two opponents,

predominates

(Ansolabehere
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and Iyengar 1994;

Robinson and Sheehan

1963;.

criticism if often aimed at television news,

This
but print

news

has also been accused of horse-race journalism.
Medi um Similarities and Differences
in the 1980 Election
During the 1980 election each media outlet pr ese nte d
the race,

the issues,

the candidates.

Newspapers and the

evening news shared several characteristics.
were impartial.

First,

they

News stories almost never took an explicit

position on the issues or the candidates.

Second,

both

print and broadcast news showed a preference for the "horse
race," the electoral success or failure of the candidates.
Studies indicate that more than half of the te levision and
newspaper coverage of the 1980 election focused on the
horse-race aspect
Third,

(Sabato 1991;

both print and broadcast

Robinson and Sheehan

1963).

news provided re la ti vel y

equal print space and air time for the leading candidates
in the major parties

(Robinson and Sheehan 1963).

Print and broadcast sources had notable differences,
however.

First,

broadcast news tended to adopt a more

candidate-centered approach in campaign and issue
reporting.

Television news covered the race and the issues

surrounding
personal,

it, but the style of reporting was m ore

more likely to focus on blunders,

scandals experienced by the candidates.

gaffes or

Second,

print news
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sources were less

likely to offer an

news chan b r oa dc as t
other words,

sources

innerprecacion of one

(Graber 1986 and 1993).

e v e ni ng news stories w er e more

presented in a dr ama ti c

fashion,

In

likely to be

w h i l e print news articles

were more lik ely to report facts and events.

In sum,

newspaper co ver age s tended to be fact-laden,

televised

reports tended to be more like storytelling.
Differe nc es in Ca ndi da te Coverag e
in the 1980 El ect io n
It is also no teworthy that some researchers of the
1980 election fo und that Reagan r e c e iv ed different coverage
from Carter.

This preferential

attributed to several
found that
challengers

factors.

treat men t has been
First,

researchers have

jo urn ali st s tend to go a bit easi er on
(Sabato

not have a nationa l

1991; Alter 1981).

Second,

record to def en d duri ng a time of

domestic and international cri se s— high
hostage situa tio n
Third,

(Abramson,

Aldrich,

inflation and the

and Rhode 1982).

Reagan was better at utili zin g media,

television.

His

Reagan did

film and television

particularly

traini ng provided him

with the skills to look the part of a national candidate
and communicate a speech effectively.
highly "telege nic " manner,

Reagan poss ess ed a

but his p r e s e n t a t i o n went beyond

merely technical

skill.

Reagan came across as essentially

a nice man wh ose

intentions were good,

even if he sometimes
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misquoted facts or made public gaffes.

His image as a good

guy, according to some observers,

seemed to nave a

subconscious effect on reporters,

and the result was more

positive coverage

(Greenfield 1982;

Ge r mo nd and Witcover

1981).
Expected Findings
The results of the basic model p r ov i de d important
preliminary informa tio n about the priming effect.
media models e x p an d the basic model,
variables,
opinion.

The

utilize interaction

and mor e directl y test the effect of media on
The

findings

should reveal mo re subtle aspects of

media influence.
M ed ia v a r i a b l e s — overall exposure,
exposure,

print

and br oadcast news exp os u re — will be significant

influences on

both of the dependent variables.

media exposure will

continue to favor Reagan.

television ex po su re will also favor Reagan.

Overall
In addition,

This effect is

expected since Reagan has been con sistently credited as the
superior tel evision politician during the 1980 election
(Addato 1990; A l g e r

1989;

Greenfield

1983; Alter 1981).

Media will m e di at e the influence of issues.
interaction variable,

The

composed of issue opinions and media

exposure will pro vid e additional evidence of the priming
effect of media.

The strength of the effect will probably
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diffe r according to the type of issue,

however.

The effect

of the hard issue and media variable will be greater and
more significant than the effect of the interaction
variable composed of me dia exposure and position on the
easy issue,

abortion.

are technical

This is logical since hard issues

in nature and tend to be processed at an

intellectual rather than emotional

level.

Information

provided by exposure to media could shape or reinforce
opinions on hard issues.

Therefore,

the interaction

between hard issue opinion and media exposure has
significant priming potential.
Moreover,

m e d i u m differences are also expected to play

a role in the differences
interaction variable,
opinion.
drama,

in the priming effect of the

media exposure and hard issue

Since newspapers tend to emphasize facts over

print sources have the potential to further enhance

the priming effect on more complex issues.

Therefore,

it

is logical that the results will indicate that each med i um
differs.

Specifically,

the interaction between newspapers

and hard issues will result

in a stronger,

more significant

priming effect than the interaction between television news
and hard issues.
Media exposure will also mediate the impact of ability
assessment on opinion.

The interaction of media and
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abilities will exert a strong significant priming influence
on the dependent var iab le s--differential
thermometer scores and vote choice.
print and broadcast
candidate.

feelings

It is expected that

news will work di ff ere nt ly for each

In the case of ability assessment,

overall media

and television exposur e will interact with abilities and
issues favorably for Reagan.
the Republican's skill

These results

should reflect

in creating an ef fec ti ve symbolic,

emotional m e s s a g e — the type of communication best captured
by a televised report.

In contrast,

better forums for Carter,

who presented hims el f as a more

thoughtful analytical candidate.
message did not lend itself
approach."

As a result,

ne wspapers would be

His image and campaign

as easily to a "sound byte

newspaper e xpo su re will interact

with abilities more favorably for Carter.

The finding-

presented will help determine the true nature of exposure
to mass media news souroes and its effect

on opinion

change.
Media sources are not expected to significantly
influence partisanship,

however.

closely held and long-standing,

Partisan ties,

are un l ik el y to be moved by

weeks or even months of election coverage.
interaction variable,

generally

Therefore,

the

composed of media exposu re and party
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identification will not produce consistent cr significant
evidence of the priming effect.
Like the results of the basic model,

results of the

media models will show that a b il i ty assessments and issue
position matter.

Over the course of the campaign,

respondents will be more likely to base candidate
assessments and vote choice on me a s u r e s
issues p r e s e n t e d by the media.

of ability and the

In addition,

expected to continu e to play a strong,

pa rtisanship

significant role

is
in

feelings th er mo me te r scores and vote choice.
Hard issue variables will
variables

in the same way they a f f e c t e d vote choice and

feelings about

the candidates in the basic model.

effect will be negative.
United States'
government

influence both dependent

Positions on defense spending,

relations with Russia,

s pen di ng will

and vote choice.

the

and levels of

impact opinion s on the candidates

Furthermore,

th eir influence will be

greater than that of respondents'
issue,

The

positions on the easy

abortion.

The date variab le will contin ue to affect opinions.
The

effect of the progress of the campaign,

as m e a s ur ed by

the date of the respondent interview,

will be consistent

with the findings of the basic model.

The effect will be
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negative,

favoring Reagan. As the campaign proceeds,

support for the Republican will

increase.

The date variable

should exert a significant negative effect on both of the
dependent variables.
Summary of Expected Findings
Results of the media models should build on the
preliminary findings of the basic model,
conclusions pr ovi de d by basic model

bolster the

results,

and offer more

direct examination of the priming effect of media through
analysis of the interaction effects.
The analyses should reveal ten points that will help
explain variables that influence opinion and the priming
effect of media.

First,

overall media exposure and

television exposure will favorably prime opinions of
Reagan.

Second,

the interaction of hard issue opinion and

media exposure will also exert a priming effect and the
effect will be greater than the interaction of easy issue
position and media exposure.

Third,

medi um differences

will be revealed in the interaction of issue position and
media exposure.

Newspaper exposure and hard issue

interaction variables will have a larger priming effect
than television exposure and hard issue interaction
variables.

Fourth,

the media and abilities interaction

variables will exert a significant priming effect.
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Fifth,

the candidates had different media styles and these
differences will be revealed in the priming effect of the
interaction variables composed of media exposure and
ability assessment.

The interaction of overall media

exposure and ability assessment and the interaction of
television exposure and ability assessment will favor
Reagan,

while the interaction of newspaper exposure and

ability assessment will

favor Carter.

Sixth,

the

interaction of media exposure and partisanship will not
have a significant priming effect.

This result is due to

the nature of partisan affiliation,

which is an enduring

connection not readily severed by me dia exposure during a
campaign.

Seventh,

assessments of candidate abilities will

continue to have a significant effect as it did in the
basic model.

Eighth,

partisanship will also continue to

affect opinions on both of the dependent variables.
Partisan affiliation will drive vote choice and feelings
about the candidates.

Ninth,

the influence of hard issue

positions will be greater than that of easy issue position
Tenth,

the progress of the campaign,

variable,

measured by the date

will favor Reagan.

Tables

5.1 through 5.12 present the results of logit

and regression analyses on the three models of news media
exposure.
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T a b l e 5.1 P r e - E l e c t i o n F e e l i n gs T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
A b o r t i o n and R e l a t i o n s w i t h Russia

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 71.971*"
(17.596)

- 79.628***
( 8.576)

- 61.776***
(15.068)

Abilities

199.711*"
(16.610)

194.468***
( 9.663)

180.701***
(17.965)

Party Id

- 27.700*
(14.152)

- 22.288***
( 4.848)

- 36.685***
( 8.5901

Media exposure

- 15.929
(11.900)

16.049*
( 9.733)

-

Abil

-27.635
(20.352)

24.748**
(11.580)

- 3.602
(22.056)

Party Id x Media

2.569
(20.096)

- 6.027
{ 5.763)

13.766
(10.757)

Date of Int.

- 6.173**
.■ 2.603)

- 5.997**
' 2.606)

- 6.170**
; 2.611)

Interest

6.695*
( 3.467)

4.613
' 3. 325)

6.661*
( 3.38 5)

Education

- 1.695
( 3.5871

- 1.534
( 3.508)

- 2.360
(3.575)

Talk

(

X

Media

.362
2.005)

1

3.022
(18.402)

.380
2.041)

.339
( 2.046)

Abortion

- 7.802
(10.536)

- 1.762
' 5.715)

- 6.489
( 9.925)

Rel. w. Russia

- 9.164
(10.134)

9.643*
' 5.723)

- 7.468
( 9.4051

Abortion x Media

- 6.855
(10.980)

- 6.750
(12.433)

-.485

Rel w. Russia x
Media

- .964
(12.715)

.169
( 6.646)

- 2.341
(11.646)

Dep. Variable:
Feelings Score
Pre-Election
♦*'p<.001 **p<.01
*p<.05

R square=.713
N=973

R square».712
N=976

R square».712
N=976

i

6.721)
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T a b l e 5.2 P o s t - E l e c t i o n Feelings T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
A b o r t i o n and R e l a t i o n s with Russia

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 48.211***
(19.215)

- 48.018***
( 9.323»

- 36.625***
(16.395)

Abilities

197.221***
(18.150)

154.488**'
(10.526)

181.899***
(10.806)

Party Id

- 29.651*
(15.4281

- 22.148***
1 5.339)

- 33.538***
19.353!

Media Exposure

-38.469**
(13.026)

12.298
(10.674)

-30.179
(20.025)

Abil X Media

-64.861**
(22.276)

11.631
(12.654)

- 45.768*
(24 .009)

Party Id x Media

4.094
(21.910)

- 3.900
( 6.341)

11.301
(11.706)

Date of Int.

- 2.386
1 3.893)

- 2.170
( 3.921)

- 2.723
( 3.892)

Interest

- 1.758*
( 3.780)

- 2.660
( 3.665)

- 2.522
( 3.8921

Education

- 15.114***
I 3.925)

- 14.598***
( 3.864)

- 15.319***
( 3.902)

Talk

- 2.552
( 2.229)

- 2.062
( 2.234)

- 2.765
( 2.217)

Abortion

- 21.931*
(11.47;;

- 12.952**
1 6.296)

- 32.355***
(10.806)

Rel. w. Russia

- 19.958*
(11.065)

- 6.787
6.280)

- 20.958**
(10.230)

Abortion x Media

- 12.846
(11.952)

- 3.219
( 7.404)

- 30.402**
(13.566)

Rel w. Russia x
Media

-10.523
(13.887»

6.4 02
I 7.404)

-12.780
(12.660)

Dep. Variable:
Feelings Score
Post-Election
***p < .001
♦*p<.01 *p<.05

R square=.614
N-97 5

R square=.606
N=97 5

R square=.613
N=97S
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Tab l e 5.3 P r e - E l e c t i o n V o t e
Rela ti ons w i t h R u s s i a

Chci ce- Abi l ities.

A b o r t i o n and

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant;

- ic.520***
'4.086'

- 5.728**'
t1.666)

- 10.436***
'2.377'

Abilities

20.45T'*
(4.754)

Party Id

.424
(3.337)

- 3.754***
(1.078)

.7854
(2.0745'

Media exposure

- 6.606*'
(2.702)

1.264
(1.510)

- 12.340"*
(3.847:

Abil X Media

-18 .442"*
(5.511)

2.555
(2.501)

- 14.070***
(5.117)

Party Id x Media

- 6.224
(5.540)

.253
(1.307)

- 4.147
(2.614)

Date of Int.

- 1. 5 8 4 * "
1 .5098)

- 1.440***
( .506)

- 1.604***
( .506)

Interest

3.089***
( .659)

3.013***
( .615;

Education

.955
( .705)

.850
( .686'

;

1.184*
.707)

.565
' .381)

.514
( .375)

'

.618
.381)

Abortion

- 3.158*
(1.737)

.696
■ .109)

- 2.230
'1.950)

Rel. w. Russia

.742
(2.210)

- .215
(1.131)

.426
(1.834)

Abortion x Media

- 3.252*
(1.836)

1.032
(1.216)

- 3.440
( .2.4741

Rel w. Russia x
Media

- 1.347
(2.496)

.075
(1.310)

.881
( 2.271)

Dependent Variable:
Vote Choice
Pre-Election
'••p<.OCl **p<.01
•p<.05

T cases
predicted=85.42
N=652

• cases
predicted=82.53
N=395

Talk

8.445***
(2.052)

1'.114***
(4.1991

3.464***
.657)

• cases
predicted=80.05
N=396
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Table 5.4 P o st -E l e ct i o n Vo t e
R e l a t i o ns with Russi a

Choice-Abilities,

A b o r t i o n and

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 1.731
(4.230)

- 5.346--(2.018,

- 2.157
(3.124'

Abilities

16.811***
(5.310)

17.007--(3.244)

14.863--(4.497)

Party Id

- 5.825
(4.363)

- 2.942--(1.068)

- 5.278--(1.881)

Media exposure

-2.703
(3.699)

4.024-(2.276)

- 1.112
i 3.701)

Abil X Media

- 4.707
(6.470)

4.930
(3.572)

- 2.264
(6.021)

Party Id x Media

2.756
(6.077)

- 1.238
(1.201)

l."29
(2.292)

Date of Int.

- 1.408'*
( .679,

- 1.254( .668)

- 1.404-( .677)

Interest

.641
(.658)

.410
( .641)

.640
(.649)

Education

.783
; .676)

.868
( .670)

.907
( .676)

Talk

.694; .374)

.742-( .372)

.710( .368)

Abortion

- 2.561
(2.344)

- 1.524
(1.127)

- 2.389
(1.947)

Rel. w. Russia

- 2.221
(2.075)

- 1.169
(1.163)

- 2.193
(1.924)

Abortion x Media

- 1.700
.2.414)

.751
(1.301)

- 1.791
(2.406)

Rel «. Russia x
Media

.595
.2.514)

.761
(1.3061

.620
(2.316)

• cases
predicted=89.11
N=652

■ cases
predicted“89.42
N=652

• cases
predicted=8 9.42
N=652

Dependent Variable:
Feelings Score
Vote Choice
Fost-Election
•••p<.001 **p<.01
"p <.05
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T ab l e 5.5 P r e - E l e c t i o n F ee li ng s
A b o r t i o n and D e f e n s e Sp e n d i n g

Thermometer-Abilities,

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 44.528*
(18.236)

- 81.893***
( 8.799)

- 46.238***
(15.815)

Abilities

186.706***
(15.8091

198.759***
( 9.197)

169.755***
(16.992)

Party Id

-42.130***
(13.909)

- 21.006***
( 4.775)

- 37.297***
( 8.370)

Media exposure

-18.530
(14.565)

22.248**
(10.419)

Abil X Media

- 8.762
(19.404)

28.255**
(11.08 3)

- 13.539
(20.9151

Party Id x Media

22.085
(19.767)

- 8.936
( 5.686)

13.535
(10.493)

Date of Int.

- 6.770*
( 2.157)

- 5.589**
( 2.5721

- 5.608**
( 2. 572)

6.129*
•: 3.269)

8.743***
( 3.341)

Interest
1

8.849*
3.147)

-30.568
(20.787)

Education

- 3.490
' 3.532)

- 4.259
( 3.480)

- 4.907
( 3.509)

Talk

.256
( 2.041)

.268
( 2.019)

- .930
( 2.0241

Abortion

- 19.378*
(10.469)

- 4.900
( 5.502)

- 4.507
1 9.7281

Def. Spending

- 17.572
(12.380)

- 4.346
( 6.4821

- 19.854
(12.120)

Abortion x Media

- 15.627
(10.869)

.114
( 6.522)

.799
(12.247)

Def. Spending x
Media

- 14.153
(15.713)

1

4.443
7.782)

- 16.533
(15.0841

Dep.Variable:
Feelings Score
Pre-Election
•♦*p<.001
” p<.01
•p<.05

R square=.727
N=984

R square=.727
N=984

R square=728
N=984
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Tabl e 5.6 P o s t - E l e c t i o n F e e l i n g s T h e r m o m e t e r S c o r e
Abilities, A b o r t i o n , and D e f e n s e S p e n d i n g

Overall Exposure .
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 58.388**'
<20.189)

- 44.865***
f 9.5471

- 52.824***
(14.455)

Abilities

200.401***
(17.435)

153.169***
(10.121)

151.452***
(18.678,

Party Id

- 25.911*
(15.285)

- 22.525***
( 5.268)

- 31.510***
( 5.184)

Media exposure

- 27.679*
(16.005)

20.236*
(11.503)

- 40.753*
(22.526)

Abil X Media

-70.200***
(21.435)

11.173
(12.222)

- 57.763**
(22.595)

Party Id x Media

5.281
(21.722)

- 5.301
( 6.272)

7.554
(11.500)

Date of Int.

.205
(3.810)

.170
( 3.818)

.190
( 3.800)

Interest

1.842
(3.765)

- 2.754
( 3.619)

1.982
( 3.672)

Education

- 14.033***
(3.883)

- 14.600***
1 3.847)

- 15.004***
( 3.854)

Talk

- 1.170
(2.237)

.777
( 2.224)

- 1.137
( 2.216)

Abortion

- 15.845*
(11.511)

- 14.945**
( 6.098)

- 22.603**
(10.657)

Def. Spending

- 7.880
(13.368)

- 9.061
( 7.132)

- 10.608
(13.348)

Abortion x Media

- 10.406
(11.933)

- 5.648
( 7.224)

- 16.513
(13.487)

Def. Spending x
Media

- 11.595
(17.308)

11.925
( 8 .583)

- 8.393
(16.586)

Dep. Variable:
Feelings Score
Post-Election
•**p<.001 **p<.01
*p<.05

R square=.627
N=986

R square=.68 3
N-986

R square».629
N-986
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Table 5.7 P r e - E l e c t i o n Vote C h oi ce
Abortion, a nd D e f e n s e Soendina

Sc or e- A b i l i t i e s ,

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 12.169'-(3.681)

- 4.765--i1.676)

- 9.110--;3.133)

Abilities

16.4005-(4.171)

7.401--(1.876)

15.170--(3.334:

Party Id

- 2.907
(3.990)

- 3.840--(1.022)

- 1.677
(1.986)

Media exposure

- 6.880-(2.976)

.277
(1.9751

9.982-(4.016)

Abil X Media

- 13.853--(5.318)

1.436
(2.332)

- 11.971-(4.750)

Party Id x Media

- 1.4031
(5.566)

.469
(1.259)

- 2.937
(2.504,

Date of Int.

.897i .487)

.874( .458)

.948-l .482)

Interest

2.731--( .671)

2.700-*( .585'

3.114--( .615)

Education

.829
( .671)

.681
( .666)

1.036
( .675)

.581
.323)

.588
( .369)

.646' .371)

Talk
1

Abortion

- 2.496
'1.687;

.415
( .926)

- 2.026
11.902)

Def. Spending

- 1.083
(2.038)

.569
(1.010)

.398
(1.985)

Abortion x Media

- 2.558
(1.792)

.243
(1.169)

- 3.319
(2.446)

Def. Spending x
Media

- 1.948
(5.696)

1.341
(1.264)

- .0393
(2.5331

Dep. Variable:
Vote Choice
Pre-Election
•**p<.001 *'p<.01
*p<.05

- cases
predicted=80.00
N=408

• cases
predicted=7 9 .61
N=408

cases
predicted=7 9.17
N=408
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T ab l e 5.8 P o s t - E l e c t i o n V o t e Choice S c o r e - A b i l i t ie s,
Abortion, and D e f e n s e S p e n d i n g

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 5.531
r!.613)

- 7.138*"
(2.552

- 3.4 54
(3 .585'

Abilities

21.433*"
(5.716)

20.017***
(3.842)

19.106***
(5.399)

Partv Id

- 3.744
(4.380)

- 3.237***
(1.171)

- 5.665***
(1.995)

Media exposure

- 6.001
(4.495)

6.844**
(3.023)

- .2734
(4.6341

Abil X Media

- 9.696
(6.922)

7.722*
(4.1361

- 6.614
(6.421)

Party Id x Media

.577
(6.118)

- 1.205
(1.310)

1.824
(2.405)

Date of Int.

- 1.593**
( .6991

- 1.396**
( .682)

1.639**
( .698)

Interest

.927
( .667)

.671
( .6551

.958
( .661)

Education

.899
( .699)

- 1.102
( .694)

- 1.056
' .698;

Talk

.492
' .387)

.531
' .384)

.492
( .382)

Abortion

- 1.465
(2.3381

- 1.954
(1.205)

.940
(2.071)

Def. Spending

- 2.559
(2.825)

.302
(1.680)

- 3.461
(2.685)

Abortion x Media

.560
(2.408)

1.235
■1.384)

.052
(2. 546)

Def. Spending x
Media

- 1.029
(3.445)

1.921
(1.874)

- 2.191
13.324)

Dep. Variable:
Vote Choice
Post-Election
***p <.001 **p<.Cl
•p<.05

• cases
predicted=90.15
N=660

• cases
predicted=90.30
N=660

• cases
predicted=90.02
N=660
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Ta b l e 5.9 P r e - E l e c t i o n Feelings T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
A bo r t i on , G o v e r n m e n t S p en di ng

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Cons tant

- 57.557***
(18.786)

- 82.210***
; 7.546)

- 51.854***
(15.344)

Abilities

191.054***
(16.720;

155.855***
( 9.704)

169.563***
(17.54 5)

Party Id

- 34.362**
(14.341)

- 21.152***
( 4.936)

- 35.578***
18. 934)

Media exposure

- 13.615
(12.018)

17.856*
( 9.457)

-14.454
(18.321)

Abil X Media

- 15.063
(20.602)

25.811**
(11.629)

- 11.180
(21.623)

Party Id x Media

13.918
(20.334 1

- 5.432
( 5.911)

13.985
(11.135)

Date of Int.

- 5.816**
( 2.650)

- 5.753**
( 2.652)

- 5.708**
(2. 660)

Interest

5.875*
( 3.550)

4.017
( 3.353)

6.036*
■3.484)

Education

- 2.772
( 3.616)

- 2.847
; 3.551)

- 3.577
( 3.613)

.205
2.095)

.215
; 2.084)

.505
( 2.084)

Abortion

- 12.910
111.1521

.147
( 5.627)

- 6.765
( 9.8141

Gov Spending

- 14.352
(10.720)

- 5.777
( 5.553)

- 13.875
.10.210)

Abortion x Media

- 11.532
(.11.585)

- 2.385
(6.666}

- 6.215
(12.292)

Gov Spending x
Media

- 13.518
(13.472)

- 4.653
( 6.734)

6.436
(12.514)

Dep. Variable:
Feelings Score
Pre-Election
***p<.OQl **p<.01

R square=.715
N=944

R square».718
N=944

R square».718
N=944

Talk
1

•p<.OS
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T ab l e 5.10 F o s t - E l e c t i o n F e e l i n gs T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
Abortion, G o v e r n m e n t S p e n d i n g

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 43.089**
(20.574'

- 50.996***
1 9.744'

- 29.310*
(16.77-,

Abilities

ISO.822***
(18.319)

159.606***
(10.646)

172.699***
(19.164)

Party Id

- 18.947
(15.879)

- 18.099***
( 5.453)

- 30.784***
( 9.754)

-43.260***
(12.208)

11.696
(10.476)

- 13.449
119.801)

- 59.878***
(22.614)

19.917
(12.7851

- 34.361
(23.632)

Party Id x Media

- 3.039
(22.233)

- 4.005
( 6.519)

12.779
(12.1441

Date of Int.

- 1.787
1 3.903)

- 1.622
( 3.940)

- 1.559
( 3.9081

Interest

- 1.389
(3.830)

- 2.389
( 3.744)

- 1.642
( 3.800)

Education

- 11.732**'
( 3.959)

-

11.417*'*
1 3.914)

- 12.701**'
( 3.950)

Media exposure

Abil

X

Media

Talk
(

.802
2.287)

(

.625
2.288)

.915
(2.269)

Abortion

- 19.369
(12.235)

- 8.560
( 6.237)

- 23.834**
!10.-36)

Gov Spending

- 36.053**'
(11.703)

- 17.338'**
( 6.083)

- 35.957***
(11.136)

Abortion x Media

- 10.408
(12.671)

- 2.122
(7.382)

- 23.305'
(13.481)

Gov Spending x
Media

-22.275
(14.717)

3.793
; 7.389)

- 21.070
(13. 645)

Dep. Variable:
Feelings Score
Post-Election
•**p<.001 **p<.01
♦p<.05

R square=.621
N=944

R square=.614
N=944

R square=.621
N=944
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Tab le 5.11 P r e - E l e c t i o n Vo t e C h o i c e - A b i l i t i e s , Abortion,
Governm en t S p e n d i n g

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 13.413***
(3.851)

- 5.152***
,1.593)

- 8.993***
,3.248)

Abilities

18.681***
( 4.455)

7.480***
(1.934)

17.989***
(4.215)

Party Id

- 2.386
( 4.099)

- 3.942***
(1.035)

- .616
(2.104)

Media exposure

- 8.058***
(2.600)

.009
(1.779)

- 10.728***
(3.823)

Abil X Media

16.883***
(5.666)

1.414
12.422)

15.751***
(5.223)

Party Id x Media

- 2.031
(5.851)

.575
(1.261)

- 4.347
(2.656)

Date of Int.

.895*
1 .501)

.758
(.489)

- 1.009**
(.507)

Interest

2.940***
( .641)

2.896***
(.606 !

3.480***
(.654)

Education

.533
( .687)

.448
1.678)

.611
(.701)

.659
1.370)

.615**
I.380)

Talk

.718*
.378;

Abortion

- 2.447
(1.831)

.871
,.9631

- 2.331
(1.936)

Gov Spending

- 1.485
(2.0742)

.2703
(. 923)

- 2.352
(2.009)

Abortion x Media

- 2.586
(1.913)

1.417
(1.181)

-3.421
(2 .493)

Gov Spending x
Media

- 1.7909
(2.580)

.468
(1.145)

- 2.9047
(2.443)

Dep. Variable:
Vote Choice
Pre-Election
***p< .001 **p<.01
*p< .05

' cases
predicted»7g .17
N=386

• cases
predicted»79.27
N=386

• cases
predicted“80.36
N-386
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Table 5.12
G o v e r n me nt

P o s t - E l e c t i o n V o t e Ch oi c e -A bi li ti es ,
Soendina

Abortion,

Overall Exposure
Model

Newspaper Exposure
Model

Television
Exposure Model

Constant

- 2.984
(4.982)

- 6.376"""
(2.342,

- 1.881
(3.376)

Abilities

16.741""'
(5.407)

18.157*-*
(3.536)

14.495"""
(4 .8291

Party Id

- 3.306
(3.824)

- 2.290
(1.029)

- 3.809""
,1.797)

Media exposure

- 3.761
(3.497)

3.357
(2.457)

.280
(3.758)

Abil X Media

-4.629
(6.555)

6.192
(3.837)

-1.811
(5.877)

Party Id x Media

.080
(5.358)

- 1.281
11.166)

.548
(2.205)

Date of Int.

- 1.151"
(.664)

.993
(.654)

- 1.107"
(.662)

Interest

.410
(.673)

.395
(.653)

.429
(.678)

Education

.900
(.661)

.966
(.661)

- 1.040
(.661!

Talk

.770""
(.377)

.725*
(.371)

.756""
(.371)

Abortion

- 1.840
(2.210)

.752
(1.106)

- 1.913
(1.887,

Gov Spendinc

- 2.733
(2.220)

.905
(1.219)

- 2.901
(2.062)

Abortion x Media

-.790
(2.292)

.586
(1.285)

-1.025
(2.346)

Gov Spending x
Media

-1.956
(2.679)

.308
(1.391)

-2.101
(2.458)

Dep. Variable:
Vote Choice
Post-Election
***p<.001 **p<.01
*p< .05

• cases
predicted=88.70
N=639

*. cases
predicted=88.71
N-639

- cases
predicted=88.89
N-639
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Results of the Media Mode ls
The findings show a definite d i f f e re nc e

in the way

each candidate benefitted from media exposure.

Reagan

clearly b en e f i t t e d from television news exposure,

and

Carter clearly benefitted from n e w sp a pe r exposure.
Newspaper exposure,

broadcast news exposure,

and

combined news e xpo su re wielded s pe cif ic effects on the
dependent variables.

Overall exposu re and television

exposure effects were consistently negative,

indicating

that greater e x p os ur e to both print an d broadcast news and
greater f re qu enc y of viewing the n i gh t ly news resulted in
more positive

feelings toward Reagan and a greater

likelihood of vot i ng for Reagan.

In contrast,

greater

exposure to a d ai ly newspaper had a c on si s t e n t l y positive
effect,

in dicating that reading a d a i l y ne wspaper resulted

in more po si tiv e

feelings for Carter and a greater

likelihood of voti ng

for him.

For feelings thermometer scores,

the priming effect of

overall media ex po sur e and television exp o su re seemed to
increase fo llowing the election.

Ove ra ll media exposure

and television exposure variable co e ff ic ie nt s
dramatically following the election.

jumped

In contrast,

newspaper va ri a bl e coefficients rem ai ne d relatively the
same size befor e and after the election.
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For respondent vote choice,
differed according to medium.
variables

the priming effect

Overall media ex pos ure

and t el evi sio n exposure variables ex er te d a

stronger priming i nf lue nc e prior to the election.

The

effects were most n ot abl e in tests of p re -el ec tio n
television exposure.

The coefficients were significant,

and larger than either overall exposure or ne wsp ap er
exposure.

The results

indicate that television exp os ure

was an important factor in the voting decision,
effect of television e x p o s u r e appears to have
Reagan.

Newspapers,

favored Carter.

and the

favored

on the other hand seemed to have

Theses coefficients,

media and television variables,

unlike the overall

increased in size

following

the election.
The type of m e d i u m di d not mediate the

influence of

hard issues as expected.

The interaction betw een

exposure and hard issues

failed to exert a strong

significant
Furthermore,

ne ws pap er

influence on any of the dependent variables.
the int er act ion of media,

exposure and t el ev isi on news exposure,
not significant

both overall
and hard

in any of the media models.

news

issues,

was

The m a g ni tu de

of the coefficients we r e generally not large with two
exceptions.

Coefficients

for overall media and relations

with Russia and te le vi si on and relations with Russia were
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relatively large
scores;

for the post-election feelings thermometer

coefficients

for the interaction variables and

defense spending were relatively large for the pre- and
post-election

feelings thermometer scores.

Apparently,

media interaction with the hard issues was not a
significant priming influence.
Only interaction with the easy issue,
to be a significant

influence on opinion.

abortion,

proved

This effect was

limited to the interaction of television and abortion
position in po st- election

feelings th ermometer scores and

the interaction of overall media exposure and abortion
opinion in a single test of pre-election vote choice.
finding is logical since abortion is a symbolic,
and non-technical

issue,

technical

Tel evision is more dramatic.

of news could interact with an emotional
abortion,

emotional,

and newspapers are generally

credited with bett er conveying factual,
information.

This

If either type
issue like

it w ou ld be broadcast medium.

Media exposure appeared to have me di a te d the influence
of ability assessment.

The magnitude and significance of

the coefficients should be noted.

Coefficients

newspaper-ability interaction variable were

for the

large and

significant but mai n ly in the analyses of pre-election
feelings th ermometer scores.

In contrast,

the overall
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media exp osu re -ab ili ty variables and tele vis io n expcsureability variables were large and genera lly significant

in

the post-election feelings thermometer and pr e-e lection
vote choice analyses.
The results reveal differences
well as differences in media.

in the candidates as

The interactive effect of

overall media exposure and ability and the effect of
television and ability were consistently negative.
contrast,

In

the interactive effect of ne wsp ap er exposure and

ability was consistently positive.
differences in the candidates'
styles they used.

Evidently,

These findings

indicate

strengths and the media
interaction of overall media

and ability assessment and the interaction of television
and ability assessment

favored Reagan,

while the

interaction of newspapers and abilities favored Carter.
This finding is logical,

since Reagan was often

thought to be a broadcast news master

(Drew 1981).

of media has been considered one of the best,
best,

of the modern presidents.

phrasing,

if not the

Utilizing symbols,

and immensely quotable sound bytes,

His use

simple

Reagan

skillfully communicated the messages of his candidacy
(Graber 1993;

Jamieson 1992).

considered dour,
media

In contrast.

Carte r was

even meanspirited by some members of the

(Greenfield 1981; Germcnd and W i tc o ve r 1981).
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His

messages and pre sen t at io n of himself and the issues was
more complicated and analytical

(Harwood 1980).

would be a better forum to convey his message,
not surprising that exposure to newspapers

Print news
and it is

in f lu en ce d

assessments of his abilities and u lt ima tel y feelings
him and willingness

toward

to vote for him.

The findings ma y also give credence to the theo ry that
media coverage was more supportive of Reagan.

Reagan's

effectiveness on tel evision may have been a com bi na ti on of
the Republican's abi li t y to use the airwave s and a
journalistic bias to favor the cha llenger and m a i n t a i n the
campaign horse-race

(Arterton 1 98 4; Gre enf ie ld 1981;

Alter

1981).
Media exposure did not significantly influence
partisanship in any of the models.
finding.

is a logical

Partisanship is a deeply-held a ff i l i a t i o n that

transcends a single election
Clearly,

This

exposure news was

(Rahn and Cra m er 1996).

insufficient to change party

affiliation.
Abilities as ses sme nt s
formation.

remained influential

In all of the models,

coefficients were positive,

large,

in opinion

the abilities
and significant.

Findings indicated that more favorable a s s e s sm en ts of a
candidate resulted in higher feelings t h e rm om et er scores
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and a greater likelihood of voting

for that candidate.

effect continued after the election.

In some instances the

effect was even stronger following the election.
notable case was the newspaper model.

The

The

The most

influence of

ability assessment on vote choice dou ble d following the
election.
Party identification significantly impacted the
dependent variables.

The coefficients w ere all negative,

indicating that respondents viewed a c an di dat e of their own
party more favorably and were more wi ll in g to vote for that
candidate.
Hard issues were expected to influence opinions to a
greater extent

than easy issues.

Results of the media

models were predicted to be similar to those of the basic
model,

in which the coefficients were negativ e and the

coefficients for the hard issues were
the easy issue,

abortion.

larger than those of

The direction of the issues

variables in the media models paralleled those of the basic
models.

The effect of all issues was negative,

indicating

that a more conservative position on the issues resulted in
more favorable feelings for Reagan and a gr eat er likelihood
of voting for him.

Hard issue coeff ici ent s were not

consistently larger than easy issue coefficients,
Only two of the three hard issues— gov ernment

however.

spending and
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relations wit h Ru s s i a — seemed to sig ni fic ant ly effect
opinions.

The impact was limited to post-election feelings

thermometer scores.
Abortion,
concerning vo te
scores,

the easy issue seemed to influence opinions
intent,

pre-election

feelings thermometer

and post-election feelings thermo met er scores,

the effect did not occur consistently.

but

The coefficients

were larger in overall media and television models.
The date variable also impacted opinions.

The

direction of the effect was negative in all of the
analyses.

Date significantly shaped respondents'

feelings

thermometer scores and pre- and post vote choice.
Apparently as the campaign progressed,

support

for Reagan

gained mom ent um --p osi ti ve feelings towar d him increased and
more people ex pr es se d the intention of voting for him.

The

effect of date on vote choice remained significant
following the election.
Charting Media Cov erage
The issues did not exert significant effects on either
candidate feelings thermometer scores or vote choice,

while

the abilities assessments proved to be extremely
influential

to the dependent variables.

To better

understand w h y the interaction between issue position and
media coverage seemed to have little influence and ability
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assessment and me dia coverage seemed to have notable
influence,

it is necessary to examine the level of

information news media provided on the issues.
studies indicate that the print and broadcast
similar in scope and content
Jamieson 1992). Therefore,
either medium could provide

Previous
coverage was

(Robinson and Sheehan

1983;

tracking the coverage off ere d by
information about the nature of

news during the 1980 campaign.
In this study the amount of television air time is
used as an indicator of news coverage.

Te l evi sio n coverage

was selected because the amount of exposure that the
audience receives

can be more accurately monitored.

Print

coverage is less reliably monitored since a story can be
reread and reviewed or skipped at the disc ret io n of the
reader.

Using the news transcripts provide d by the

Vanderbilt Uni versity News Archives,

this study charts the

amount of coverage each of the issues received from July 1,
1980,

through December 31,

1980 on the national

network

news.
Tables 5.13 through 5.16 present the amount of television
air time abortion,

defense spending,

relations with Russia,

and increased federal spending received from network
evening news.
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T ab l e

5.13

National

News C o v e r a g e - A b o r t i o n
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Table 5.14 Na tio na l News Co ve ra g e - D e f e n s e Spending
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Ta bl e

5.15 N a t i o n a l

News C o v e r a g e - ü .S ./Sov ie t

R e la ti on s
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Table 5.16 N ati ona l News Coverage-Government Spending
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Table 5.17 charts
candidate coverage.

the amount

of time de voted to

Segments were considered candidate

coverage if the focus of the television segment was devoted
to information about the candidate rather than an issue.
Candidate coverage examine d the candidate in terms of
personal attributes,

personal history,

and his role or

position in the election as compar ed with other
candidates— a leader in the polls,
with a particular group,

a recipient of support

and so forth.

During the summer and fall of 1980,
issues was driven by several events.
defense bill and weapons'

coverage of the

In early July,

a

treaty negotiations between the

United States and the Soviet Union brought media attention
to the issues of defense spending and U.S.
the Soviet Union.

relations with

The pope's travels during the summer

raised the issue of abortion as the catholic church's
position on the issue was debated.

In addition,

news

coverage during the first two weeks of July included
segments on a Supreme Court case concerning federal funding
for abortions and pro-life and pro-choice views on the
topic.

During the Democratic and Republican conven tio ns —

the first two weeks of July and the first two weeks of
August,

respectively,

the news concentrated on each party's

platform and the candidate's position on the issues.
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Segments on the necessity of a s t r on ge r military,
affairs,

the ERA and women's

rights,

foreign

and the role of

government and government spending were topics of
convention speeches and debates.
spending,

As

relations with Russia,

a result,

abortion,

defense

and federal

spending frequently received me dia coverage.

In the fall,

labor disputes in Poland and the Soviet Union's response
brought

the issue of U.S./Soviet

relations to the forefront

of the evening news.
The four issues examined in this research received
coverage throughout the last months

of the campaign and the

two months

impact of that

coverage,

following the race.
however,

The

did not seem to influence

feelings about

the candidates or affect vote choice.
The impact of issue coverage m a y have been limited by
the nature of issue information d u ri ng the 1980 election.
Althoug h broadcast news provided information concerning the
four issues,

televised news did not

these issues during the campaign.
was episodic,

consistently address
Coverag e of the issues

extensive for days and sometimes weeks,

then

little or no coverage was aired for pr ol ong ed periods of
time.

(The possible exception being

conventions that often linked issues
Furthermore,

the coverage during the
to candidates.)

issues were often p r e s e n t e d without contextual
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clues.

This m e t h o d of providing campaign

encourages peo p le

to consider political

information

issues one by one,

rather than d e v el op in g an overarching schema
responsibility,

for political

wh ich could guide feelings about

the

candidate or vote choice.
Table 5.17

Na tio na l News Coverage-Candidates
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Carter

200

Reagan

It seems that news surrounding the key issues of the
campaign

failed to shape the attributions of political

responsibility.

In contrast,

qualities appears

news that focused on candidate

to have molded feelings about Carter and

Reagan and vote preference.
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Unlike the critical issues of the campaign,
presidential

candidates received sustained coverage,

increased as the campaign progressed,
point on Nov em be r 5,

1980,

which

reaching its highest

the day following the election.

Accusations of structural bias in the media appear to be
valid.

Image rather than substance appear to receive

consistent coverage.
After the election,
continued,

the coverage of the candidates

al th ou gh a greater amount of coverage shifted to

Reagan following the election.

The news stories emp hasized

R e a g a n ’s tran sit io n into office,
possible choices

his family,

for cabinet positions.

reporting was g en er all y positive,

and his

The tone of the

which could explain why

the priming effect of media seemed to continue favorably
for Reagan following the election.
Conclusions
The results

indicate that during the campaign the

media primed opinions.
feelings about

Ability assessments influenced

the candidates and vote choice. As media

exposure incre ase d and the campaign unfolded,

voters relied

more on cha rac te ris tic s of the candidates to assess the
candidates and to make voting decisions,

the abilities of

the candidates became more important to voters.
influence was

not the same for both candidates,

Media
however.
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Television exposure appears to have enhanced opinions of
Reagan and newspaper exposure benefitted Carter.
also provided information about the issues.
positions also influenced opinion,

Media

Issue

but to a significantly

lesser extent and the interaction of newspaper or
television exposure and any of the hard issues proved
insignificant. Ac cor di ng to the results,
issue opinion

the effect of

does not depend on how attentive a

respondent was to news sources.
The results underscore a recurring viewpoint
expressed by those who study media in general and priming
in particular.

These researchers often state that campaign

news emphasizes episodic
the campaign,
personalities,

framing of the election.

During

the media frame issues by focusing on
candidates,

unrelated events and

idiosyncratic occurrences.

In other words,

news media

present political stories and articles as disjointed pieces
rather than parts of a larger framework of information.
News

lacks thematic framing of issues and events.

rarely provides contextual

information that allows voters

to interweave ideas and policies,
connection between polit ica l
cohesive political

It

to make broader

issues,

framework.

and to create a

Media tend to focus on
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candidates rather than the larger political

framework or

parties in which the campaign operates.
The results of logit and regression analyses as well
as the charts of evening news coverage support the
contention that campaign news
Coverage of the candidates

is c a n d i d a t e - c e n t e r e d .

is accessible on a da ily basis

during the final months of the campaign.
nears,

As el ect ion day

viewers and readers have at their disposal a

steadily increasing supply of information.
issue coverage is sporadic,

In contrast,

its presentation is often

driven by events.
The next chapter will

focus on the influence of the

progress of the campaign on op inion formation.
of the research will further explore

This section

the duration and

nature of the priming effect as the campaign evolves.
Chapter six will outline the dy nam ic model,
and discuss

test the model,

its results.
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CHA P TE R 6.

THE DYNAMIC MODEL

Elections are not static.
situations where

They are dy nam ic

individual preferences often change.

The

final set of mode ls examines the role of the campaign
itself in the prim ing effect.
respondents'

These dynamic mode ls test how

opinions shift and how the progres s of the

campaign shapes opinion.

Dynamic models will b ui ld on the

structure of the basic model and utilize interac ti on terms
similar to those found in the media models.
Basic model
and partisanship
vote choice.

results suggested that abi li ty assessment
influenced feelings th er mom et er scores and

Hard issues influenced respondents

greater extent than easy issue opinion.
media variables

favored Reagan.

to a

Further,

date and

The effect of these

variables cont inu ed after the election.
The media model s provided more direct tests of the
effect of media exp osu re on priming.

Some of the findings

were consistent with that of the basic model. A bi lit ie s
assessments co nti nu ed to exert a strong influence on both
of the dependent

variables.

influence on opinion,

Partisanship was also a strong

however,

the interaction of media

exposure and pa rt is an sh ip variable failed to generat e a
consistent or strong priming effect.

Hard issue variables

did not c on sis te ntl y affect audience opinion mo re than the
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easy issue variables.

In addition,

the interaction

variables com po se d of media exposure and hard issue failed
to produce strong,

significant results;

the interaction

variable composed of media exposure and easy issue failed
to produce co ns is te nt ly significant results.
also revealed the subtle differences
its effect.

The findings

in media exposure and

Ov erall media exposure and television exposure

benefitted Reagan;

newspaper exposure benefitted Carter.

The results of the media and ability interaction variables
supported this

finding.

The interaction of overall media

and ability assessment and the interaction of television
and ability ass essment

favored Reagan,

while the

interaction of newspapers and abilities favored Carter.
According

to the basic and media models,

the dynamic

nature of the campaign impacted voters in their pre
election and po st- election feelings thermometer scores and
vote choice.

The effect continued after the election.

The

direction of the effect was negative in all of the
analyses,

indicating that as the campaign continued,

support for Reagan increased.
the race progressed,

Results indicated that as

respondents expressed more positive

feelings toward Reagan and a greater likelihood of voting
for the Republican.

Clearly the findings of the basic and

media models pr e s e n t e d evidence that the date the interview
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was conducted affected opinion.
cannot

However,

the date variable

reveal how the progress of the campaign mediated the

effect of ability assessment or issue positi on on opinion.
Once again the basic model must be expanded.
The Dynamic Models
The dynamic model will extend the basic model,
in Chapter 4, using interaction variables
of the media models,

tested in Chapter 5.

tested

similar to those
The structure of

the dynamic model is similar to the dyna mi c model used in
Mendelsohn's 1996 research.

This study includes two types

of issues in the model and distinguishes betwe en
type,

however.

issue

The dependent variables are the same as

the one utilized in the basic and media m o d e l s —
differential

feelings thermometer scores and vote choice.

Variables are coded in the same manner and standardized to
run from 0 to 1.
The dynamic model employs the same nine variables
utilized in the basic model.
interview date,

ability assessments,

overall media exposure,
position,

The model

interest,

includes measures of

party

identification,

hard issue position,

education,

easy issue

and political discussion.

All of these independent variables are coded in the same
manner as independent variables in the basic model,
are standardized to run from 0 to 1.
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and all

The analyses will

focus on the progress of the

campaign and its effects on opinion.

As di sc u ss ed in

Chapter 3, the date variable is calculated as the number of
days before or a f te r the election that the in terview
occurred.

The var ia bl e is coded from 1 to 62, dep en di ng on

the date of the interview.

In the pre-election survey,

day prior to el ect io n day was coded 62,
61,

the day befo re that 60,

the

the day before that

and so forth.

In the p o s t 

election survey the day following election day was coded 1,
the day after that 2,
The variable

the day after that 3, and so forth.

is sta nd ar di z ed to run from 0 to 1,

Findings

should indicate that the progress of the campaign
influences opinions.
Interaction Variables
In addition to the nine independent variables,
models will

include additional

the

interactive variables.

These

interactive varia ble s are date of interview and ab il i ty
assessment,
position,

date of interview exposure and hard issue

date of interview and easy issue position,

date of interview exposure and partisanship.

and

The

interaction va ria bl es are standardized to run from 0 to 1,
Using the varia ble s described in this section,
equation for the dy namic model

is as follows:

.29
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the

Opinion= be ^ biipid)
tw (ability)
bertalk)

+

(e d u c a t i o n ) ^ c J {i n t e r e s t ) -

+ bsieasy issue)

^b6(hard issue)

- b~ (media)

+ b5(day)+ bio (date*ability) + bii(date

bi2(date*easy i s s u e ) + b u ( d a t e *

-

pid)^

hard issue)

The variables are:
OPINION=The two depend en t variables:
thermometer scores

Differential

feelings

(C a r t e r - R e a g a n ) and Vote choice;

PID=Party i de nt if ica tio n of the respondent;
EDUCATION=Education

level attained by respondent;

I N T E R E ST =R es po nd en t's interest
ABILITY = Differential

score

in the campaign;

(Carter-Reagan)

respondent's as se ss me nt of candidates'

of the

candidate

characteristics;
EASY I SS UE =R e s p o n d e n t 's position on the easy issue,
abortion;
HARD IS S U E = R e s p o n d e n t 's position on a hard issue;
ME DIA EXPOSURE= Respondent's level of combined exposure to
broadcast and print

news media;

TALKED=Whether or not the respondent di sc us se d the campaign
with friends or co-workers;
DAY=Number of days p r i o r to or following the campaign that
the respondent was

interviewed;

DATE * A B IL IT Y= in te r ac ti on variable,

date of interview and

ability assessment;
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DATE

?ID=interacrion variable,

date of interview and

party identification;
DATE * ElASY ISSUE=interaction variable,

date of interview

and easy issue position;
DATE * HARD ISSUE=interaction variable,

date of interview

and hard issue position;
The dynamic model will be run for the pre-election and
post-election surveys in order to provide the comparisons
and contrasts necessary to uncover evidence of priming and
detect more subtle effects of the progress of the campaign
on opinion.

In addition,

the use of pre- and post-election

panels will help determine the duration of the priming
effect.
Expected Findings
Results of the dynamic model should deepen
understanding of the priming effect and bolster the
findings of the basic and media models.

The results of the

basic model provided a first look at the factors that
influenoe opinion during the 1980 election.
models expanded the examination,

The media

dir e ot ly investigating the

role of news during the election and offering information
about more subtle priming influences.

The dynamic model

concentrates on the progress of the campaign how it
activates opinions.
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As the campaign developed,
race became available.

more information about

Therefore,

the

the news exposure and

the date variables were significant priming influences.
Furthermore,
negative,

the direction of both effects will be

indicating that as the campaign progressed and

more news about the campaign was made accessible to the
public,

Reagan was perceived more favorably by the

respondents.

They judged him more positively and were more

likely to vote for him.
Furthermore,

the progress of the campaign will mediate

the influence of assessments of candidates'
the campaign developed,

abilities.

As

voters were more likely to

incorporate ability assessment
candidates and vote choice.

into feelings about the

As a result,

the interaction

variable composed of date and ability will prime voters.
The progress of the c a m pa ig n— as measured by the date
v a r i a b l e — will affect the influence of issues.
interaction variable,

The

composed of issue opinions and date

of the interview exposure will provide additional
information about the priming effect of the campaign.

The

strength of the priming effect will probably differ
according to the type of issue.

The priming effect of the

hard issue and date interaction variable will be greater
and more significant than the effect of the interaction
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variable composed of the date of the i nt erv ie w and position
on the easy issue,

abortion.

This d i f fe re nc e

is logical

since hard issues are technical in nature and tend to be
processed at an intellectual

rather than emoti ona l

level.

As the campaign p ro gre ss es more issue in formation may be
available through me d i a or political discussion.
information could shape or reinforce opinions
issues.

Therefore,

This

on hard

the interaction betw een ha r d issue

opinion and date of the interview has sig ni fic ant priming
potential.
The date of the interview is not e x p e c t e d to
significantly influence partisanship,
the analysis of the me dia models,
established characteristic.

however.

p a r t i sa ns hi p

Nevertheless,

race may cause a respondent
party affiliation.

in general and

The increasing focus on the
to think about

He or she may question

his or her partisanship,

is a well-

the progress of

the campaign may rene w interest in pol itics
partisanship in particular.

As noted in

the basis of his
some aspects of

or the individual m a y feel a

renewed sense of con nec ti on with his or her party.
Nonetheless,

party alliance

is not likely to change

drastically as the campaign draws near.
interaction variable,

Accordingly,

the

composed of the date of the interview
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and party identification will not produce consistent or
significant evidence of the priming effect.
Results of the d y n am ic model will show that ability
assessments and aud ie nce characteristics affect
respondents'

opinions.

The strength and d ir ec tio n of the

effects will mirror those of the basic and media models.
A b i li ty assessment variab le s will continue to produce
strong positive effects.

Party identification variables

will produce strong negati ve effects.
audiences characteristics,

interest,

Ot her indicators of
political discussion,

and education will also influence the respondents'
opinions,

but the st ren gt h and consistency of the effects

will be less.
Hard issue va ria ble s will

impact both dependent

variables in the same w ay they affected vote choice and
feelings about the cand ida tes in the basic model.
effect will be negative.
United States'

Positions on de fense spending,

relations with Russia,

government spending will
and vote choice. Also,
that of respondents'

The
the

and levels of

impact opinions on the candidates

their influence will be greater than

positions on the easy issue,

abortion.

Summary of Expected Findings
The analyses sh ou ld reveal eight points that will help
explain influences on respondent opinion,

priming,
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and

duration of the priming effect.
campaign,

First,

the progress of the

as measu re by the date variable,

will

favor

Reagan. Second,

exposure to news will work to Reagan's

benefit.

the ability assessment and date interaction

Third,

variable will prove to be a significant priming influence.
Fourth,

the date of the interview will mediate the effect

of issue positions.

Fifth,

the interaction of partisan

position and date will not si gn if ica ntl y prime the
audience.

Sixth,

candidate assess me nts will continue to

exert a strong influence.
such as partisanship,

Seventh,

education,

discussion will also influence

aud ience characteristics

interest,

and political

respondent opinions on

feelings th ermometer score and vote choice.

Eighth,

hard

issue positions will affect opinions mo re than easy issue
p os it io n.
Tables

6.1 through 6.12 present the results of logit

and regression analyses of the d yn ami c model of media
priming.
Results of the Dynamic Model
The findings suggest that the dy na mi c nature of the
campaign,

the effect of the campaign itself,

electorate.

Additionally,

the effect

of the dynamic model analyses.

primes the

favored Reagan in all

Coeff ic ien ts were large and
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Table 6.1 P r e - E l e c t i o n Feelings T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s
Abo r ti on and R e l a t i o n s with R u s s i a - D y n a m i c Model
Coefficients
- 5S.S23***
(9.964)

Constant
Abilities

158.491***
(11.095)

Partv Id

-

27.410***
(5.569)

Media Exposure

-

2.956
(3.398)

Abil X Date

-

36.438**
(12.595)

Party Id

Date

Date of Int.
Interest

2.759
(9.070)
- 23.331
(15.257)
6.432*
(1.325)

Education

1.130
(3.530)

Talk

9.562
(2.043)

Abortion
Rel. w. Russia

-2.372
(6.635)
- 12.330**
(6 .0 8 7 )

Abortion x Date

7.163
(10.873)

Rel w. Russia
Date

5.346
(10.226)

X

Dep. Variable: Feelings Score Pre-Election
***p< .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
R square=.7l2
N=976
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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T a b l e 6.2 P o s t - E l e c t i o n F e e l i n g s T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
A b o r t i o n and R e l a t i o n s w i t h R u s s i a - D y n a m i c M o d e l
Coefficients
Constant

- 26.659***
(9.731)

Abilities

130.352***
(10.157)

Party Id

- 22.413***
(5.171)

Media

-

Exposure

Abil X Date

.346
(3.726)
-53.283**
(18.253)

Party Id x Date

- 8.087
(13.934)

Date of Int.

- 53.956**
(19.398)

Interest

4.074
(3.746)

Education

- 13.581***
(3.880)

Talk

- 2.195
(2.223)

Abortion

- 14.874**
(6.065)

Rel. w. Russia

- 22.883***
(5.650)

Abortion x Date

- 15.079
(16.201)

Rel w. Russia
Date

- 37.126**
(15.060)

X

Dep. Variable: Feelings Score Post-Election
***p< .001 **p<.01 *p <.05
R square=.611
N=976
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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Table 6.3 P r e - E l e c t i o n V ot e C h o i ce -A bi li i ies.
R el ati on s w i t h R u s s i a - D y n a m i c M o d e l

Abortion

Coefficients
Constant

- 4.900*
(1.860)

Abilities

7.45:**
(2.434)

Party Id

- 5.147*'*
(1.481)

Media Exposure

.900
(.627)

Abil

- 1.325
(3.951)

j:

Date

Party Id x Date

2.667
(2.263)

Date of Int.

- 1.326
(2.834)

Interest

3.062***
! .639)

Education

1.129
( .690)

Talk

.578
( .378)

Abortion

.503
(1.230)

Rel. w. Russia

.696
(1.130)

Abortion x Date

.796
(2.035)

Rel w, Russia
X Date

.761
(1.917)

Dependent Variable:

Vote Choice Pre-Election

***p < .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
' cases predicted=7 9 .80
N=396
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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and

Table 6.4 P o s t - E l e c t i o n Vote C h o i c e - A b i l i t i e s ,
Rel ations w i t h R u s s i a - D y n a m i c Mod el

A b o r t i o n and

Coefficients
Constant

- 1.961
(1.711)

Abilities

12 .365***
(2.396)

Party Id

- 4.567***
( .902)
. 107

Media Exposure

(.651)
Abil X Date

- 1.398
(6.488)

Party Id x Date

1.917
(2.396)

Date of Int.

- 4.365
(4.403)

Interest

.5058
( .662)

Education

.879
( .637)

Talk

.765*
( .372)

Abortion

.550
(1.004)

Rel. w. Russia

-

3.188***

(1 .0 0 0 )

Abortion x Date

- 1.579
(2.860)

X

Rel w. Russia
Date

- 4.625*
(1.075)

Dependent Variable:

Vote Choice Post-Election

***p < .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
- cases predicted=89.26
N=652
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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Table Ô.5 P re -E l ec ti o n F e e l i n g s T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
A b o rt io n and Defe nse S p e n d i n g - D y n a m i c Mode l
Coefficients
Constant

- 59.S54**’*
(10.580)

Abilities

168.171***
(10.663)

Party Id

- 25.274***
(5.650)

Media

3.947
(3.319)

Exposure

Abil X Date

- 22.377
(17.949)

Party Id x Date

2.696
(9.149)

Date of Int.

- 18.335
(16.414)

Interest
Education

8.008*
(3.380)
3.662
(3.348)

Talk

7.499
(2.026)

Abortion

- 3.592
(6.67T)

Defense Spend.

- 10.170
(7.835)

Abortion x Date

2.443
(10.829)

Defense Spend.
Date

X

-6.204
(12.960)

Dep. Variable: Feelings Score Pre-Election
***p< .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
R square=.726
N=986
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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Ta b l e 6.6 P o s t - E l e c t i o n F e e l i n g s T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
A b o r t i o n and D e f e n s e S p e n d i n g - D y n a m i c M o d e l
Coefficients
Constant

- 22.470**'
(10.038)

Abilities

133.116***
(9.765)

Party Id

- 21.427***
(5.138)

Media

.115
(3.661)

Exposure

Abil X Date

- 4 4.177*
(26.764)

Party Id x Date

- 13.572
(13.615)

Date of Int.

- 48.403*
(18.768)

Interest

3.881
(3.372)

Education

- 13.540***
(3.385)

Talk

.485
(2.218)

Abortion

-17.927***
(9.765)

Defense Spend.

- 24.3 47***
(7.835)

Abortion x Date

- 22.351
(16.615)

Defense Spend.
Date

27.080

X

Dep. Variable:

(19.837)

Feelings Score Post-Election

***p< .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
B square=.626
N=986
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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T a b l e 6.7 P r e - E l e c t i o n V o t e Choice Sc or e- A b i l i t i e s ,
Abortion, and D e f e n s e S p e n d i n g - D y n a m i c Mo d e l
Coefficients
Constant

5.152'*
(1.991)

Abilities

6.900**’
(2 .0 0 1 )

Party Id

4.620***
(1.331)

Media Exposure

.828
(.590)

Abil X Date

1.034
(3.774)

Party Id x Date
Date of Int.

1.8 67
(2.226)
-

.577
(3.046)

Interest

2.722***
( .598)

Education

.956
( .662)

Talk

-

.592
( .367)

Abortion

-

.322
(1.273)

Defense Spend.

-

.2 95
(1.256)

Abortion x Date

-

.181
(1.995)

Defense Spend.
Date

-

X

.099
(1.991)

Dependent Variable:

Vote Choice Pre-Election

***p < .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
Standard Errors in Parentheses
- cases predicted=79.61
N=407
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Table 6.C
Abortion,

P o s t - E l e c t i o n V o t e C h o i c e Score-Ab; •i t i e s ,
and D e f en se S p e n d i n g - D y n a m i c Mo d e l
Coefficients

Constant

- 2.569
(1.368)

Abilities

14.1T7*'*
(2.474)

Party Id

- 4.317**»
( .945)

Media Exposure

.550
(.649)

Abil X Date

.998
(6.505)

Party Id x Date

.539
(2.503)

Date of Int.

- 2.151
(4.508)

Interest

.989
( .667)

Education

- 1.061
I .630)

Talk

.494
! .382)

Abortion

.345
(1.105)

Defense Spend.

- 2.689*
(1.134)

Abortion x Date

- 2.330
(2.991)

X

Defense Spend.
Date

- 3.029
(3.549)

Dependent Variable:

Vote Choice Post-Election

***p < .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
' cases predicted=39.85
N=660
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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Tab l e 6.9 P r e - E l e c t i o n F e e l i n g s T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
Abortion, G o v e r n m e n t S p e n d i n g - D y n a m i c Mo d e l
Coefficients
Constant

- 65.319'**
(10.162)

Abilities

163.189***
(11.045)

Party Id

- 25.637***
(5.589)

Media

1.37 6
(3.448)

Exposure

Abil X Date

- 19.234
(18.831)

Party Id x Date

1.745
(9.750)

Date of Int.

- 11.461
(15.892)

Interest

5.292
(3.530)

Education

- 2.310
(3.573)

Talk

.206
(2.087)

Abortion

- .936
(6.920)

Govt. Spending

- 7.7 97
(6.678)

Abortion x Date

-

5.337

(11.267)
Govt. Spending
X Date

Dep. Variable:

(11.290)

2.061

Feelings Score Pre-Election

***p< .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
R square=.717

N=948
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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T a b l e 6.10 P o s t - E l e c t i o n F e e l i n gs T h e r m o m e t e r - A b i l i t i e s ,
A b o r t i o n , G o v e r n m e n t S p e n d i n g - D y n a m i c Mode l
Coefficients
Constant

- 31.829***
(1 0 .2 2 2 )

Abilities

133.459'**
(10.2 92)

Party Id

- 15.567***
(5.336)

Media

- 1.014
(3.801)

Exposure

Abil X Date

- 44.603*
(20.339)

Party Id x Date

- 16.955
(14.168)

Date of Int.

- 35.244
(24.947)

Interest

3.440
(3.876)

Education

- 11.000***
(3.396)

Talk

.718
(2.279)

Abortion

-13.735*
(6.185)

Govt. Spending

- 26.186***
(6.309)

Abortion x Date

- 13.086
(16.649)

Govt. Spending
X Date

- 21.293
(16.757)

Dep. Variable:

Feelings Score Post-Election

***p< .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
R square=.616
N=948
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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Table 6.11
G ov er n m e n t

P r e - E l e c t i o n V o t e Cho ice -A bi li ti es ,
Spending-Dynamic Model

Abortion,

Coefficients
Constant

- 4.622"
Ü.932)

Abilities

6.144*'*
(2.003)

Party Id

- 4.410***
(1.441)

Media Exposure

.420
(.607)

Abil X Date

.578
(3.934)

Party Id x Date

1.326
(2.229)

Date of Int.

.620
(2.963)

Interest

3.013***
( .598)

Education

.663
( .678)

Talk

.671
I .370)

Abortion

.715
(1.334)

Govt. Spending

.107
;1.159)

Abortion x Date

- 1.262
(2.317)

Govt. Spending
X Date

.088
(1.932)

Dependent Variable:

Vote Choice Pre-Election

***p < .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
Standard Errors in Parentheses
cases predicted=78 .24
N=386
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Ta b l e 6.12 P o s t - E l e c t i o n V o t e C h o i c e - A b i l i t i e s ,
Go v er n m e n t S p e n d i n g - D y n a m i c Model

Abortion,

Coefficients
Constant

- 1.820
(1.859)

Abilities

12.546*’*
(2.414)

Party Id

- 3.518***
( .874)

Media Exposure

.458
(.654)

Abil X Date

.998
(6.505)

Party Id x Date

.475
(2.607)

Date of Int.

- 3.952
(4.397)

Interest

.424
( .640)

Education

- 1.911*
( .630)

Talk

.704
( .369)

Abortion

1.141
(1.117)

Govt. Spending

- 2.694*
(1.074)

Abortion x Date

.086
(2.392)

Govt. Spending
X Date

- 2.670
(2.802)

Dependent Variable:

Vote Choice Post-Election

***p < .001 **p<.01 *p< .05
- cases predicted=88.87
N=638
Standard Errors in Parentheses
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negative.

In tests of feelings the rmo me ter scores,

the

effect of date variable was substantially larger and
generally more stat ist ica ll y significant following the
election.

For tests of vote choice,

the apparent priming

effect of date increased considerably following the
election.

Support

for Reagan continued to increase

following the election.
developed,

support

It seems that as the campaign

for Reagan increased and,

it continued

after the ballots were cast.
Reagan was also helped by news exposure.
dynamic models,

In the

the coefficients for the media exposure

variables were all negative and g en er all y larger in p r e 
election models.

The results strengthen the conclusion

that exposure to news information bo ls te re d feelings for
Reagan and increased the likelihood of voting for him.
all of the models utilized in this research,

In

Reagan's media

advantage is clear.
The course of the campaign me di at ed the effect of
perceptions of the candidates,

as indicated in the

interaction variabl e composed of date of the interview and
ability assessment.

The effect was co ns is te nt ly negative,

again favoring Reagan.
after the election,

most

Interestingly,

the effect increased

notably in tests of differential

feelings thermometer scores. The size of the coefficients
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following the election.

Increases were greater in hard

issue interaction variables,

most

noticeably in interac tio n

variables compos ed of date and opinions on United States'
relations with Russia and date and opinions on defense
spending.
A review of the nature of hard issues and the
political context during and a fte r the election p r o vi de s a
partial explanat io n of the effect of hard issue positions.
It is important to remember the definition of a hard issue.
They are complic at ed and technical matters.

Opinions

associated with hard issues require more thoughtful
consideration,

incorporation of information,

or specific knowledge.

and technical

Forming opinions on hard issues,

like the election

itself,

political context

following the election would help this

process.

The

During the campaign and in the weeks that

followed,

information and atten ti on was focused on

international
in Poland,
States'

is an ongoing process.

concerns,

p a r t i cu la rl y the political crisis

raising questions about Soviet power,

role in foreign affairs,

U.S. military.

Logically,

the Un it ed

and the strength of the

the interactive effects of the

progress of the campaign and ha rd issue opinions wo uld
continue after the election.

The findings bolster the

idea

that the dy nam ic effect of the campaign works with o t he r
149
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influences and impacts voter opinions surrounding the
campaign. As the campaign progressed,

it provided a forum

to consider issues.
The partisan

interaction variable,

the interview and party affiliation,
significant

in any of the analyses.

composed of date of

was not statistically
Furthermore,

direction of the effect was not consistent.

It was

positive in some tests and negative in others.
should be noted,

however.

the

One finding

Following the election,

the

effect of the date and party identification variable
increased a great deal
scores.

in tests of feelings thermometer

The progress of the campaign ma y have served to

reinforce existing partisan affiliation and the weeks
leading up to and following the election,

which could have

activated a sense of party connection and stronger feelings
for their party's candidate.
Ability assessments influenced opinions as they had in
the basic model

results.

coefficients were
significant

large,

The ability assessment
positive,

and statistically

in all of the dynamic models.

Findings show

that if respondents perceived a candidate as possessing the
necessary abilities for the office— being a strong leader,
knowledgeable,

inspiring,

honest,

and able to manage

relations with ot her countries— they w o u ld give that
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candidate higher feelings thermometer scores and be more
willing tc vote for him.

In the models using differential

feelings thermometer scores as the dependent variables,
coefficients were

the

larger in the pre-election models,

suggesting that the effect was strongest prior to the
election.

In contrast,

coefficients were larger in the

post-election analyses that used vote choice as the
dependent variable.

These findings indicated that ability

assessments continued to impact vote choice in the weeks
following the election.
Some audience characteristics also shaped opinions.
Party identification influenced thermometer scores and vote
choice.

Partisan affiliation guided feelings toward the

candidates

in all of the models.

significant,

negative,

after the election.

The effect was

and relatively consistent before and

Respondents expressed more positive

feelings toward their party's candidate and wer e more
likely to vote for that individual.
and political

Political

interest exerted the greatest

discussion

influence in

tests of pre-election feelings thermometer scores.

The

direction of the interest coefficients was positive,

and

the direction of the discussion coefficients was
negative-both favoring Reagan.

Interest also fa vored Reagan

in tests of p re- el ect ion vote choice.

The educ ati on
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variable influenced respondents mainly in post-election
feelings thermom ete r analyses,
negative,

and the effect was generally

also ben efi tt ing Reagan.

The effects of hard issue positions on opinions
mirrored those of the basic models.

Hard issue positions

wielded greater effects than respondents'
easy issue,

abortion.

opinions on the

In virtually all of the analyses,

hard issue opinion coefficients were larger than abortion
issue opinion coefficients.
relations with Russia,

Respondents'

defense spending,

positions on U.S.
and government

spending exerci se d gr eater influence on feelings
thermometer scores and vote choice prior to and following
the election than opinions surrounding abortion.
direction of the effect was negative,

The

su g ge sti ng that a

more conservative position on the issues trans la ted into
more positive feelings toward Reagan and a greater
likelihood of voting

for Reagan.

The effect of issue opinion,
increased following the election,

both hard and easy,
but the nature of the

increases dif f er ed according to issue type.

The

coefficient size of the abortion opinion va ria bl es

jumped

dramatically in po st-election feelings the rm om et er score
analyses.

The increases

in the po s t- e le ct io n vote choice

analyses were not nearly as large.

In contrast,
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the size

cf hard issue op in io n coefficients e x p e r ie nc ed large
increases and became more statistically significant

in both

feelings thermom ete r score and vote choice analyses.

It

seems that the effect of hard issue pos i ti on s could
translate into feelings about the cand ida tes and vote
choice.

In contrast,

opinions surrounding abortion might

drive feelings th er m om et er scores,

but

they were not as

likely to affect vote choice.
Conclusions
The progress of the campaign and ex po s ur e to print and
broadcast news be n ef it te d Reagan in tests of both feelings
thermometer scores and vote choice.
campaign,
Reagan's

The development of the

as m e as u re d by interview date,
favor.

also worked in

Support for him seemed to gain momentum as

the campaign progressed.

All of these

influences continued

after the election.
The effects of the interaction variables expanded
the research and d ee pe ne d the understanding of the priming
effect.

The results

indicate that the d yn am ic nature of the

campaign primed opinions.

As the campaig n progressed,

voters relied more on characteristics of the candidates to
assess the candidates and to make v oti ng decisions.

The

development of the cam paign and issue po si ti o ns also
exerted an influence,

but to a s ig ni fi can tly lesser extent
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and the interaction of ability and date.

The progress cf

the campaign seemed to exert a greater effect on hard issue
position,

which could be attributed in part

two of the hard issues,

to the focus on

defense spending and relations with

Russia.
Results of the dynamic model strengthen some of the
findings of basic and media models.

Abi lit y assessments

and party affiliat io n continued to exert a strong
influence.

Interest,

favored Reagan.

education,

In addition,

and political discussion

hard issue opinions exerted

an enduring influence that was stronger than the effect of
abortion o p i ni on s— results similar to those of the basic
model.
The research in this chapter has tested the effect of
several variables on the priming effect and analyzed the
influence of the progress of the campaign on opinion.
findings,
models,

These

combined with the results of the basic and media

must now be integrated into the larger framework of

communications studies.

Chapter 7 will review the findings

of the analyses and detail how these findings met or failed
to meet expectations stated at the beginning of the
research.
conclusions

In addition,

the chapter will summarize

from chapters 4,

5, and 6.

Finally,

Chapter 7
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will suggest how this study may add to future politisai
communications research.
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C H A P T E R 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this research was to be tt er understand how
the news media shape candidate evaluations and vote choice
during a pr esi d en ti al election.

Using pr iming theory and

incorporating ot he r ideas grounded in political
communications research,

this study att em p te d to uncover

more subtle as pects of priming.

Results

in the research

indicate that m e di a primed opinions duri ng the 1980
election.
Findings su ppo rt ed some of the pr opo si tio ns put forth
at the beg in ni n g of the research.

Results

indicated that

the format of the m e d i u m influences the effect.

This

research e v a l ua te d each medium sepa rat el y to understand the
influences of television news and newspapers.
exerted a distinct

Each medium

influence on an individual's opinions

surrounding a candidate.

In other words,

newspaper reading

created p a r t ic ul ar patterns of opinion formation and
change,

and vi ewi ng television news cr eat ed specific

patterns.

In short,

the type of me di um m a t t er ed to the

nature of the prim in g effect.
Results of the study found that the benefit of
exposure to a par ti cu la r type of m e di um was candidatespecific.

Expos ure to broadcast news favored Reagan while

exposure to newspapers

favored Carter.

Reagan clearly
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mastered television news coverage while Carter was more
compelling through print messages.
results c ons is ten tly
on-air candidate.
on election day.

Throughout

the analyses,

indicated that Reagan was

Furthermore,

the better

the advantage d i d not end

In the weeks following the campaign,

television expos ure con ti nu ed to result

in m o re positive

opinions about Reagan.
Differentiating between print and broadc as t

news

sources proved helpful not only to under st and ing the
function of me di a in the 1980 race but also to analyzing
the role of priming

in elections in general.

is an important out co me of the research.

This

finding

It suggests that

studies of pr iming sh ou ld focus not only on the priming
effect but also on the priming source.
such as Kinder and Krosnick's
1996 analysis,

Previous

research,

1990 study and Me nde ls o hn 's

do not distinguish between m ed i a sources.

Broadcast and print sources are lumped together,
apparent ass umption be ing that all news had eq ual
However,

the
impact.

the results of this work indicate that news source

counts and recogn iti on of medium differences mus t be
incorporated into a me an in gf ul
The study's

study of priming.

results also provided e vid enc e that the

dynamic nature of the election influences opinions.
Elections are fluid rath er than static.

As a result,
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opinions surrounding candidates and vote choice are likely
to change.

The priming effect of the progress

of the

campaign was suggested in the basic model results.

Dynamic

model results provided more direct evidence of the priming
effect.

In addition,

the findings showed the duration of

the priming effect is not strictly limited to the election
period.

Results indicated that the priming effect continues

after election day and extends into the days and weeks that
follow.
It seems that two campaigns were waged in 1980,
campaign for the presidency and the campaign

the

following the

election to maintain momentum and positive feelings about
the new administration.

Reagan won both campaigns.

race for the presidency developed,

news exposure helped

Reagan win support for his candidacy.
continued to work in Reagan's

As the

Te levision exposure

favor following the election,

building support and enthusiasm for the new administration.
Respondents with greater exposure to television news viewed
Reagan more positively.
Many priming studies end at election day.

This

research contributes to priming research by examining the
duration of the priming effect after the election,
providing information about candidate coverage
the election.

and

following

Understanding the extent of priming after
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the election offers a better grasp of the link between
media and opinion.
The research confirmed the proposition that abilities
of the candidates have a powerful influence on opinions.
The results of the research provided evidence that ability
assessments of the candidates are essential to opinion
formation during the election.

Findings of the basic model

suggested the power of ability assessments to sway feelings
thermometer scores and vote choice.

Results of the media

and dynamic models of fered more directed evidence of the
priming effect.

Interaction variables composed of media

exposure and abi lit y assessment primed opinions prior to
and following the 1980 election.

Interaction variables

composed of date of interview and ability assessment also
primed opinions before and after the race.
Media sources were expected to affect the influence of
issues as well.

A key element of this research was an

examination of the role of issues in the priming effect and
the distinction between

issues.

It was expected that

important differen ce s existed in the issues presented
during the campaign that affected media influence,
result,

the priming effect.

and as a

Some campaign issues were

analytical or te c h n i c a l — hard issues. Other concerns were
more dramatic or sy mb o li c— easy issues.

The complexity and
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emotional appeal of an issue were e x p ec te d to be tied to
the ability of me dia to affect opinions.

Hard issues were

expected to significantly interact w ith media sources,
particularly newspapers,

and prime opinions concerning

feelings t he rm ome ter scores and vote choice.
The results,
prediction.

however,

did not bear out this

Interaction variables,

com p os ed of media

exposure and issue opinions and interaction variables
composed of da te of interview and issue opinions,
produce strong or consistent effects.
type of issue,

ha rd or easy,

the priming effect.

Finally,

short,

Furthermore,

the

did not m ak e a difference

in

me di um did not impaot the

influence of issues as expected.
issue opinions

failed to

The interaction of hard

and media failed to prime

respondent.

In

news exp os ur e mediated the effect of ability

assessments on opinions,

but news ex po sur e

failed to affect

the influence of issue position on opinions.
The findings may shed light on the nature of pr im i ng
and may explain the political and press environment
which elections operate.

in

Abilities seem more important

than issues in campaign coverage.

This conclusion

substantiates criticisms leveled against American elect ion s
and the Ame ri ca n press.
presidential elections,

American elections,

p art ic ula rly

have been dee me d as candidate160
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centered rather than party oriented
1995; Adattc

1993;

Ranney 1983).

:Thurber and Patterson

Coverage of presidential

elections has been found to pr ef er style to substance
{Bennett 1993; Alger 1989).
Not all researchers share this view.

Some observers

consider media coverage of presidential elections as
critical to the democratic process and as the chief source
of political and campaign information
Jamieson

(1992)

for example,

(Barnouw 1990).

cites presidential campaigns

that have provided issue information to the candidates and
have emphasized substance rather than style.
This research indicates the true nature of media
coverage in presidential campaigns may lie somewhere in
between.

Media coverage of both

issues and candidate

abilities is available to the voters.
foreign policy,

defense spending,

issues were presented by the news
and following the election.

News segments about

the economy,

and social

in the months prior to

However,

these segments were

not offered as consistently as candidate news.

The

episodic nature of issue covera ge contrasted with news
about Reagan and Carter,
Furthermore,

which was provided consistently.

information about Reagan and his

administration was aired daily in the weeks that followed.
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These differences in coverage help explain fhe results if
the study.
The research has revealed some of the subtleties of
the priming effect. News me di um matters.
dynamic,
ends.

Elections are

and media priming miay continue after the election

News exposure mediates ability assessments to a

greater degree than issue opinions.
coverage offers more consistent

The nature of news

information about

candidates than issues.
This research offers a first step to a more in-depth
examination of priming.

Additional research,

which falls

outside the scope of this study ma y be conducted,

however.

Further studies could determine whether or not the research
has uncovered generalized information about priming or
simply analyzed the priming effect in the 1980 election.
Models utilized in this work can be replicated across
election years and national boundaries.

The framework of

the study can be applied to several presidential elections.
Findings may reveal that candidates may have general
patterns of media use or results may show that each
candidate has a specific metho d of utilizing news coverage.
In addition,

the model can be applied to a comparison of

Ame r ic an elections and elections
example,

in other countries.

For

a comparative examination of Am er ic a n and Canadian
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elections may reveal priming influences

that are similar in

all types of elections or may indicate that national
characteristics and media characteristics of that
bring special

influences to bear.

also explain changes
ends.

in voters'

In other words,

country

Replicating the model may

opinions after the election

does priming always persist

months following the race,

in the

or is this continuing priming

effect race or candidate specific?
As the study of media priming continues,

future

research should integrate the role of me di um differences,
the importance of candidate qualities,

and the end ur ing

nature of priming

into the theoretical approach.

general,

in particular will continue to p l a y an

and news

important role in American politics.

Me d ia

in

Priming has proven to

be an effective me t h o d for investigating the function of
media in elections.

Conclusions will provide a mo r e

complete und erstanding of political elections and Ame rican
politics.
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